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Resumen

Contexto: La liberalización de la industria espacial y sus aplicaciones se ha convertido
en un hecho real durante la última década. Compañı́as e instituciones se han puesto
manos a la obra con el desarrollo de constelaciones de satélites con fines académicos y
comerciales. El concepto de femtosatellite, destacando su masa inferior a cien gramos,
emerge de la necesidad de constituir constelaciones con un gran número de satélites
–con el objetivo de mejorar la precisión de la información obtenida por estos– al mismo
tiempo que se mantiene un presupuesto asequible, al alcance de equipos de investigación
convencionales. Nuestro femtosatélite, llamado AtmoSwarm, nace con el objetivo de medir
la densidad de la termosfera en función de la altitud y el grueso de dicha capa.
Objetivos: El posicionamiento de nuestros satélites es vital para el buen desarrollo de la
misión ası́ como para la correcta validación de la información obtenida. El objetivo de este
proyecto se basa en encontrar el receptor GNSS que mejor se ajuste a nuestra misión,
teniendo en cuenta las necesidades de la misma.
Metodologı́a: En esta tesis haremos uso de métodos matemáticos basados en matrices de
decisión, lo que nos permitirá listar aquellos modelos que cumplan mejor con nuestros re-
querimientos. Para ello, primero hemos llevado a cabo un estudio legal sobre regulaciones
de exportación, en concreto las del tipo COCOM (Coordinating Committee for Multilate-
ral Export Controls, por sus siglas en inglés), con el objeto de poseer el conocimiento
suficiente para explorar diferentes opciones de receptores GNSS disponibles en el mer-
cado. Durante el proceso de selección hemos contactado con las empresas encargadas
de la fabricación y distribución de dichos aparatos, donde hemos tenido la oportunidad de
mantener reuniones tanto con ingenieros como representantes de ventas. La información
obtenida en estos encuentros se ha volcado en las matrices, para acabar obteniendo una
Figure of Merit. Asimismo, este trabajo se ha llevado a cabo con el fin de poder cuanti-
ficar y cualificar cualquier proceso de decisión, teniendo la posibilidad de exportar dicho
modelo ası́ como su modificacion para un amplio número de situaciones y necesidades.
Resultados: Nuestra metodologı́a ha demostrado una eficiente optimización en un pro-
ceso de decisión. Nos ha permitido listar modelos de acuerdo a sus especificaciones y,
especialmente, destacar aquellos que mejor se ajustan a nuestra misión dentro de una
amplia variedad de opciones. El modelo ha conseguido probar su capacidad de adaptar-
se tanto a otros componentes como a satélites de mayor tamaño con otros requerimientos
operacionales. En nuestro caso especı́fico para el receptor GNSS, el sistema usado pue-
de ser modificado de acuerdo al desarrollo de futuras alternativas en el mercado, ya sea
añadiendo más parámetros o modificando la influencia de cada uno de estos en nuestra
decisión final.
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Overview

Context: The expansion of space applications and their liberalization is an actual fact since
the last decade. Small satellites are developed either by academic institutions and private
companies. The concept of femtosatelites, featuring a mass lower than a hundred grams,
emerges from the need of deploying extensive constellations in order to get results as
accurate as possible at the same time, while keeping low budgets, affordable to small
research teams. Our femtosatellite,AtmoSwarm, is aimed to measure the thermospheric
density as a function of the altitude and thickness of the layer. This layer of the atmosphere
is nowadays barely studied, however, it is important, for instance, regarding the Sun-Earth
relation or the re-entry trajectory of celestial bodies into the Earth.
Aims: Positioning is vital for the success of our mission and the validation of the data ob-
tained. This work is aimed at finding the most suitable Global Navigation Space System
(GNSS) receiver in the market, following different operational requirements and specifica-
tions.
Methodology : We apply a mathematical method based on a matrix decision, which allows
us to shortlist the four models which better meet our mission requirements. In doing so,
we have firstly carried out an extensive legal study of export regulations and operational
limitations, such as COCOM, in order to be prepared to thoroughly explore actual GNSS
receiver options in the existing market. During the selection process we have contacted
the companies responsible for the GNSS receivers manufacture and distribution, obtaining
feedback from both engineers and sales representatives. The information obtained was
applied to develop a decision matrix and to obtain the corresponding Figures of Merit.
Ultimately, this work was done in order to quantify and objectify the decision process,
being able to adjust this method to a wide range of situations and requirements.
Results: The method used proved efficient in optimizing the decision process. It allowed
us to rank models according to their specifications and our mission requirements and, spe-
cially, highlight four models among the initial set of candidate options. Our model has also
proved its adaptability to other components or bigger satellites with different operational
needs. In our specific case for the GNSS receiver, it can also be modified in the future
as market evolves, either by adding more options or by modifying the influence of each
parameter in the final decision.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Thermosphere

Earth’s thermosphere acquires a major role in any kind of stratospheric or space activity.
(1) This layer of the atmosphere helps to protect and regulate the planet’s temperature,
absorbing the vast majority of both UV and X radiation emitted by the Sun. Its density
is responsible for various physical processes occurring in the atmosphere. In addition, it
affects the re-entry trajectory of satellites, asteroids or any celestial body targeted to our
planet. Its understanding is crucial for the knowledge of Earth-Sun interactions as, during
the star’s higher activity phases, the thermosphere heats up, increases its size and thus
enhances its shielding properties against radiation. Regardless their importance, the chal-
lenges presented by the thermosphere are nowadays widely neglected. Specifically, there
is a relevant scarcity of satellites or measuring equipment in the lower region, particularly
between 100 and 300 kilometres above sea level.

Recent thermosphere models (2) are used for the determination of the layer’s density and
temperature at any location, given the geographic coordinates and height, the solar time,
the day of the year and the geomagnetic activity. As mentioned above, the thermosphere
absorbs the majority of solar radiation entering the atmosphere. As a consequence, its
temperature increases as a function of height, although it is also subjected to variability
depending on the current solar activity. The following expression is widely applied for the
approximation of the tropospheric temperature:

T∞ = 500+3.4×F10.7

Where T stands for temperature –measured in Kelvin degrees– and F relates to the solar
radiation at a wavelength of 10.7 centimetres –in units of 10−22 W m−2 Hz−1–, which
usually oscillates between a range of 70 to 250, depending on the solar activity.

Another phenomenon intrinsically related to the thermosphere temperature –and thus to
its density– is the Earth’s geomagnetic activity, Ap. Higher geomagnetic activity is reflected
into atmospheric heating and quantified by an index which ranges between 0 and 400, as
a function of the disturbance in the terrestrial magnetic field at a specific moment.

Solar radiation index F and Earth’s geomagnetic activity Ap are nowadays hardly possible
to forecast and all the assumptions in this matter are made following a trend based on
rough predictions of solar activity, which are commonly far off the real values. This empty
gap of knowledge brings small satellites an opportunity to make themselves a name in the
field of space operations, demonstrating great capabilities in a wide range of situations,
including a proper determination of the thermosphere’s temperature and density.

Along this work, we will consider small satellites, and briefly describe a mission aimed
to achieve a better understanding of the physical conditions of the thermosphere. We will
then focus in a key component of the small satellites used in this eventual mission, namely,
a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) receiver. We will define its requirements,
explore a range of off-the self options (existing in the market), and ultimately determine
and describe a quantitative method to help with our choice of the optimal option.
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1.2. Femtosat / CubeSat

The concept of CubeSat (see Figure 1.1) was presented in (3). The idea of a smaller
size satellite was initially established in 1999 in the United States. The main idea was to
propose an alternative to large expensive satellites which had dominated the 20th cen-
tury. Small and affordable satellites could carry out new mission concepts as well as make
space accessible to a wider community, including educational institutions, such as univer-
sities and research centres, or developing countries. The concept uickly spread around
the globe due to their advantages of design and construction in shorter timescales and
with lower budgets. The first models were presented in 2001 by students from Aalborg
University in Denmark. The first CubeSats were mainly communication satellites, but at
present, the concept of making science in space with these models is firmly established
and more that a thousand satellites have been launched. Furthermore, the recent trending
market and the worldwide space launch sector shows an important increase in the num-
ber of small satellites missions. Indeed, in a few years, technological advancements have
enabled CubeSats to achieve missions which in the past were only achievable by large
satellites designed and launched by a few space agencies.

During the past two decades, by definition, CubeSats clusters have been launched as pig-
gyback payload, that is, using the excess launch capacity of a conventional rocket to put
in orbit a large number of small satellites typically defined as a cluster of CubeSats. How-
ever, a new microlauncher concept (4) has bloomed in the recent years. A huge number of
NewSpace launch companies from both public and private funds are developing small size
launchers capable of putting up to 500 kilograms payload into orbit. This has provoked a
new opportunity in the space market and these small companies are nowadays working
to earn its place and make space science accessible to larger community, including the
private sector.

Traditional space giants such as governments or space agencies have also considered
the relevance of CubeSats. As early as 2010, National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration –from now and on, NASA– announced the CubeSat initiative in order to launch,
free of cost, small satellites designed by educational and non-profit institutions. The Euro-
pean Space Agency –from now and on, ESA– created the Fly Your Satellite program with
the same spirit as NASA, and thus also providing students assistance in the design and
construction of small satellites.

Figure 1.1: 1U CubeSat Platform (Image: ISIS Space)
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By definition, the standard one-unit (1U) CubeSat is based on a 10×10×11.35 cm3 struc-
ture, although frequently several of these units combine together to build a larger satellite,
e.g. such a 3U CubeSat. One satellite unit weights at most 1.33 kilograms and it must fulfil
a specifications list before it gets qualified to be launched. CubeSats from 1U to 3U are
manufactured with the same 10×10 cm2 base and are usually launched with a common
deployment system. This configuration makes these satellites able to fit in a wide range of
currently used launchers as piggyback payload.

On the basis of this new paradigm involving CubeSats, a continuous miniaturization trend
opened the space to femtosatellites. A femtosatellite is, as its name suggests, a satellite
whose main characteristic is based on its mass, which cannot exceed a total of 100 grams.
The idea of femtosatellite emerged a decade ago and it was received with scepticism by
the scientific community, as the severe mass constraint made the system, despite feasible,
unlikely practical to achieve a mission.

This view has changed with the development of Micro Electro Mechanics Systems (MEMS)
sensors –which we will detail throughout this paper–, opening a wide range of opportunities
to carry out missions potentially feasible using femtosatellites. Moreover, femtosatellites
have frequently proved to be the only option when traditional satellites or even CubeSats
units had to be discarded.

Femtosatellites have opened a new field of research for the scientific community, offering
valuable applications as distributed systems comprising a large number of nodes, or as
a test bench for developing technologies, helping them to efficiently climb the Technology
Readiness Level (TRL) ladder. Their main asset –simplicity and low cost– minimises the
impact of testing advanced technologies. In addition, the possibility of launching a whole
cluster favours the collection of experimental data such as statistics and behaviour.

1.3. GNSS Role

Concerning the components that conform a satellite –regardless its size or type– a GNSS
receiver is a device in charge of accomplishing positioning tasks, as well as tagging ac-
celeration measurements. Specifically, in order to select the adequate receiver for a fem-
tosatellite, its mass and size must of course be considered as critical characteristics. There
are also other factors to be considered: a low cascade noise figure, a controlled multipath
propagation (less likely to occur in a femtosatellite configuration), its electrical features and
a temperature operational range capable to operate in orbit, among others. During this
work, we will study all these aspects, and will also focus on all the regulations concern-
ing space operations. The GNSS receiver must be COCOM free (Coordinate Committee
for Multilateral Export Controls), as it should be able to transmit at an altitude higher than
60,000 feet –18,000 meters– and when the device is moving faster that 1,000 knots –1,900
km/h–. We will be carrying out a complete study about COCOM limitations in Chapter 3.
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1.4. MEMS Technology

Following the miniaturization paradigm established by consumer electronics, the main dis-
advantage of mechanical devices when compared to electronic ones is their being hope-
lessly bulky, especially when compared to the vast majority of electronic components found
in integrated circuits inside satellites, mobile phones, computers, etc. This is the reason
why in some situations electrical components are chosen, even when a mechanical im-
plementation would have resulted in a simpler or higher–performance design. Here is
where MEMS (micro-electromecanical system) technology makes its way (5) and appears
as a straightforward solution to this usual constraint, by modifying mechanical devices, not
only reducing its size but making them compatible with integrated-circuit manufacturing
processes.

When turning the MEMS concept into a physical device, the main mechanical structures
are built by modifying –usually– silicon through state-of-art manufacturing techniques. The
resulting silicon structures are later combined with integrated circuits to finally end up with
a single enclosed device. The key of MEMS performance is making use of microma-
chined structures, sensors and actuators. A MEMS device can convert into usable data
–by means of electronic circuitry– any thermal, mechanical, magnetic, electromagnetic or
chemical change detected by its sensors, as well as to create physical changes rather than
simply measuring them.

MEMS technology can be applied to a wide variety of electronic devices. In the context of
electrical engineering, it is quite common to see it incorporated into audio devices, sensor,
switches and oscillators. As we can notice, in many situations MEMS have resulted into
a step forward in terms of performance and implementation. Concerning the components
of a femtosatellite, along this paper we will work inside the MEMS framework in order to
select an adequate GNSS receiver.

One good example of how these technologies are applied to the small satellite sector is
Spatial R© (see Figure 1.2), a ruggedized miniature GPS aided inertial navigation system
manufactured by the Australian company Advanced Navigation, which provides accurate
position, velocity acceleration and orientation under demanding conditions required to get
the Space Certified (6). The product itself combines temperature calibrated accelerom-
eters, gyroscopes, magnetometers and a pressure sensor with an advanced GNSS re-
ceiver. All these components are coupled in a fusion algorithm to deliver an accurate and
reliable navigation and orientation.

Figure 1.2: Advanced Navigation Spatial (Image: Geo-matching)
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1.5. Thesis Structure

This work is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2 we will expose the uses of femtosatellites in different scenarios and we will
summarize its associated current research and state-of-art, regarding functional physical
models (as well as those under development), focusing on the ones being at the top of the
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) scale. Moreover, in this chapter we will give an intro-
duction to the femtosat cluster for Earth’s thermosphere density determination, which is the
subject of study where the GNSS receiver will be installed. Regarding the GNSS receiver
itself, in this Chapter we will analyse all the restrictions such as mass, COCOM regulations,
space certification –among others– regarding the development of our femtosat.

Chapter 3 will describe the COCOM’s legal conditions, we will explain them in detail and
we will be carrying out an extensive study in the small satellites framework for the sake of
a clear understanding, prior to the analysis of a suitable GNSS receivers.

With all the previously acquired background, we will proceed in Chapter 4 to list all the suit-
able options in the market inside the requirements range for our mission, making significant
emphasis in their specifications and performance.

Following the preceding section, in Chapter 5 we will develop a complete Figure of Merit in
order to evaluate all the pros and cons and establishing a uniformed criterion for the final
selection, as well as any possible emergin discussion emerged during the proceedings.
We will also contact the companies responsible for the manufacture and distribution of
the candidate receivers, discussing availability, price (depending on the size order) and
suitability of the devices with engineers and sales representatives.

To sum up, in Chapter 6 we will detail and justify the final decision concerning the selection
of the optimal GNSS receiver for our femtosatellite as well as outline future improvements
and applications.
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CHAPTER 2. USES OF FEMTOSATELLITES

Femtosatellites open a wide range of opportunities, both to perform space science exper-
iments, and to make this field accessible to an open commercial market. Although the
word ‘satellite’ might be intrinsically linked to space operations, it should be noted that
femtosatellites applications do not only apply to in-orbit work but also to on ground tasks.
Indeed, they can be used, for instance as a personal devices, or attached to vehicles. This
conception expands even further the range of situations in which femtosats can operate,
allowing to save lives or mitigate the effects of an environmental disaster.

Specific actual situations in which femtosatellites play a key role involve, for instance, fast
response to emergencies associated to earthquakes (3). Femtosatellites may be ”First
Responders” able to perform a first mapping of the affected area. Each femtosatellite
transmits a different point of view in order to make a global map of the operation theatre.
The data obtained can be immediately transferred to the base camp in real time, thus
allowing the ‘Decision Makers’ to take the proper action based in augmented virtual reality.

Figure 2.1: An Image of the Peruvian Femtosat PUCP-SAT-1 (Image: AMSAT UK)

Moreover, when the concept of microlaunchers is introduced into the femtosatellite context,
a new low-cost low-cost launch and operations market arises, favouring even further space
exploration and exploitation to private investors that are now able to carry out their projects
using femtosatellites at an affordable cost. In the future, it is expected that fast launch
decisions, adaptability, and the possibilities to put the satellite in an exact desired orbit,
rather than depending on a bigger launch trajectory, will also be more readily available to
the private sector.

2.1. Current Research

In this section, we provide an overview of the relevant flight history of femtosats, high-
lighting the two missions which had a deepest impact: West Ford Needles and the Or-
bital Debris Radar Calibration Spheres-2. In addition, we summarize current femtosatellite
projects, describe their purpose, and justify their potential advantages over conventional
satellites (1).

West Ford Needles cluster (see Figure 2.2) is considered the first group of femtosatellites
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ever launched. It consisted of a project developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology (MIT) in 1963, even before the concept of femtosatellite was introduced, in order
to simulate an artificial ionosphere with the objective of enhancing the military X-band fre-
quency communications of the US Army during the Cold War. Even if the mission was an
absolute success –being capable of enabling radio transmissions between the military–.
this concept was quickly side-lined, as modern communication satellites where blooming
by that time, and because of the risk associated to space debris, which was a matter of
concern among the scientific community.

Following West Ford’s path, another North-American experiment made its way into the
femtosatellite world. The Orbital Debris Radar Calibrations Spheres (see Figure 2.3) pi-
oneered the study and measurement of space debris in-orbit, focusing on Low Earth Or-
bit (LEO) and providing calibration targets for the ground-based radar in Haystack, Mas-
sachusetts. It was developed by NASA and its main objective was to calibrate the Haystack
Long Range Imaging Radar (LRIR). In addition, it also allowed calibration of optical sys-
tems used for orbital debris measurements by using small, metallic spheres to bounce
back the radar signal from Haystack.

The mission was declared a complete success, being able to keep the radar completely
still and observing the debris that passed through its viewing field. It should be noted that
during the mission three spheres were deployed (each with a mass lower than 5 kilograms),
together with three dipoles (each with a mass lower than 1.5 grams). The latter system
could be considered as a set of three separate femtosatellites. Due to their small mass
to area ratios, the three dipoles re-entered the atmosphere after 17 days in orbit, whereas
the spheres lasted over a year.

Figure 2.2: A sample of West Ford Program needles (Image: Arcane Radio Trivia)
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Figure 2.3: An actual picture of the Payload bay Orbital Debris Radar Calibration System (ODER-
ACS) taken from the Space Shuttle (Image: US National Archives)

Nowadays, femtosatellites are designed in two form factors: flat and three-dimensional
satellites. Whereas flat satellites are usually easier to build, due to the current good un-
derstanding of PCB technology, they present many disadvantages associated to thermal
control issues provoked by a considerable surface to mass ratio (2). These temperature
constraints usually end up with a lack of integrity and continuity when it comes to ensure
the femtosatellite correct operation. This case gets worse in full solar illumination episodes,
when the satellite clearly exceeds its maximum operational temperature.

One good example of the state-of-art in femtosatellites field is the RyeFemSat (see Figure
2.4), developed by researchers at Ryerson University in Canada. It consists of a fem-
tosatellite bus prototype with a PCBSat form factor. In their design and posterior construc-
tion, it is employed commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components, which results in both a
significant cost reduction and development time. Its mass stands around 75 grams, with
an astonishing payload capacity of 25 grams, an extraordinary milestone in the matter.
This femtosatellite is equipped with a three-axis attitude determination and control based
in magnetic actuators (torquers). These torquers have been produced in the rim of the
PCB board, being able to deliver a moment as low as 5 nanoNewtons per meter (nN×m).
The command and data handling are carried out by the Texas Instruments component
CC2510, which has a radio embedded in it and works by means of a flat patch antenna,
which provides a gain of 5 dBm with a data rate of 2,400 bits per second. These specifi-
cations make RyeFemSat able to provide a wide margin for high quality communications
using S band at 2,450 hertz. A solar-cell structure is in charge of providing the required
operating power to the femtosatellite, producing an average of 0.347 Watts, although it
can reach a power peak of 1.5 Watts, which is fairly enough for the standard operations
which these kind of small satellites perform. In order to supply the required power during
periods in which the power source is not sufficient –e.g. during solar eclipses, or when the
operational demands simply exceeds the power supply– the RyeFemSat is equipped with
lithium polymer batteries, capable of providing the satellite with 2.1 Watts when required.

The main satellite structure is composed of PCB fiberglass, with qualities that warrant its
physical resistance and vibrations mitigation. The PCB size allows to fully fit the structure
inside a CubeSat. and thus allows multiple launches if needed, as the CubeSat itself is the
one in charge of dealing with vibrations and resistance.
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Figure 2.4: RyeFemSat Scheme (Image: Ryerson University)

Another relevant example concerning the state-of-art in femtosatellite technologies is the
PCBSat (see Figure 2.5) developed at the University of Surrey in the United Kingdom. One
of this project’s main goals is to design and build actually affordable satellites, with cost per
unit lower than 300 US dollars. The function of this femtosat is thus to determine and test
which satellite capabilities can be incorporated while keeping a total weight under 100
grams, and by using only commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. This experiment
is then a technological demonstration of cheap, mass-producible femtosatellites.

Power in PCBSat is supplied again by a set of solar cells, delivering the satellite 1.3 Watts.
As a backup, the satellites count on a lithium ion battery with a total capacity of 645 mil-
liamperes hour (mAh), especially useful in solar eclipses, or when the operational demands
simply exceed the power supply. Its primary structure is composed by a four-layer PCB
following the standard PC-104 form factor, making it compatible with picosatellite 1 simula-
tors as the EyasSAT. The device integrates a RISC microprocessor in charge of command
and data handling operations while working under minimum frequencies. Atmel 128L was
the one finally selected for this purpose, due to high data rate requirements caused by a
CMOS camera in the satellite payload. Other components integrating the PCBSat struc-
ture are: MaxStream Xbee Pro, used for communications in the S band at 2.4 GHz, with
an emitting power of 60 milliwatts (mW) –only to be used in tests due to its low power–, a
GNSS receiver denominated iTrax 30-S, in charge of attitude determination and control op-
erations, and a passive thermal control system with temperature sensors only assembled
in the battery and the solar cells.

1Small satellite of low mass and dimensions, usually under 500 kilograms.
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Figure 2.5: PCBSat Front View (Image: ResearchGate)

2.2. A Brief Introduction to our Femtosatellite

Our femtosatellite, called AtmoSwarm, is aimed to measure the thermosteric density in
terms of a given height for part of this atmospheric layer. It is intended to operate in a
range of heights between 100 and 250 kilometres above sea level, in clusters of tens
or hundreds of units, in order to obtain data from several measurements which will later
be compiled and processed. By definition of femtosatellite, the device will not have a
mass greater than 100 grams. Its outer shape will be spherical, in order to minimize the
complexity of eventual drag and attitude calculations. The 3D models in Figure 2.6 and in
Figure 2.7 show the inner structure of our femtosatellite and its main components. Note
that the second image presents the model with stabilization ballasts, aimed to minimize
track maintenance.

Figure 2.6: 3D Model of our Femtosat’s Interior Components (Image: Carlos Lledó)
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Figure 2.7: 3D Model of our Femtosat’s (without the spherical cover), including the Stabilisation
Ballasts (Image: Carlos Lledó)

These components are the following:

- Three accelerometers, with temperature sensors;

- A GNSS receiver;

- A TiC1101 transmitter;

- An on-board computer;

- A memory flash;

- Voltage regulators;

- A battery, to be integrated in the centre of the structure.

Given its inner structure, the centre of mass of the femtosatellite will be located off its
central axis (see Figure 2.6 and 2.7). If eventually, by convenience, the centre of mass is to
be at the geometric centre of the outer spherical structure, either an alternative positioning
of the components or small counterweights should be implemented.

In order to carry out the thermal control we will use built-in aerogel, acting as a passive
controller, and integrated into the spherical structure. The GNNS receiver is conceived to
work with both GPS or Galileo 2. Note that a milimetric precision is not a major concern
in this project –GPS already provides an accuracy around 1.5 meters– thus we will be
able to operate with nominal parameters either via GPS or Galileo (still in deployment).
The spherical outer shell will be made of space-certified plastic, in order to lower the total
mass as much as possible, and its integrity will be enhanced by introducing additional
mechanical supports. All the components of the satellite comply with the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) framework.

This project is undertaken in close collaboration with the Inter-University Department of
Space Research of the Samara University (Russia). Their contribution is complementary

2GPS and Galileo are both satellite-based navigation systems, composed by its respective satellite
constellations. While GPS implements a dual military-civil usage, Galileo is only intended for civil purposes.
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to ours: where our satellite has no attitude control, their design sports aerodynamic sta-
bilisation. In both cases the satellites are spherical (in order to simplify the theoretical
determination of the drag coefficient), but Samara’s model will likely be larger and more
massive, which will increase its ballistic coefficient and, then, its residence time in orbit. the
cost of this decision is a reduction in the sensitivity of the whole system, as the deceleration
will be smaller at a given altitude.

Having aerodynamic stabilisation allows a rotation around the direction of motion of the
satellite; thus, an accelerometer in this axis will not be affected by the rotation, something
that can be an important issue in our design (as the centrifugal acceleration in the rotating
reference system would give an additive contribution to the deceleration caused by drag).

Despite all the differences between our designs, Samara researchers also plan to include
a MEMS GNSS receiver on their satellite, and thus the analysis undertaken in this work is
also relevant for their part of the project.

2.3. GNSS Restrictions

The main restrictions concerning the GNSS receiver in our femtosatellite are –among
others– its mass, power requirements, and the capability to deal with COCOM regula-
tions and the space certification, which includes a set of requirements needed to perform
operations at a certain altitude.

On one side, we need to consider that the total mass of our satellite cannot exceed a
hundred grams and the battery already weights 55 grams, which gives us a maximum
of 20 grams to work with in the selection of an appropriate receiver. Another restriction
intrinsically linked with the battery is the maximum operating power, which is expected to
be around 200 mW.

The receiver must be COCOM (Coordinate Committee for Multilateral Export Controls)
free, in order to transmit at an altitude higher than 60000 feet –18000 meters– and when
the device is moving faster that 1000 knots –1900 km/h-. We will extensively discuss this
matter in the following chapter as our femtosatellites will move clearly exceeding these
limits.

In addition, the receiver needs to obtain the space certification, making it applicable to be
verified to carry out operations in a spatial environment which is characterised by a hard
vacuum, sudden changes of temperature and an intense ionising radiation flux. Doppler
shifts in the received signal are also much higher than anything found in terrestrial applica-
tions (even for the case of hypersonic missiles) as low earth orbit satellites move at almost
8 kilometers per second.

In the following chapters we develop the background of COCOM regulations and describe
the process of selection of the optimal GNSS receiver of our satellite.
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CHAPTER 3. COCOM LEGAL CONDITIONS

3.1. A Brief Introduction to the Coordinating Committee
(CoCom)

We know as Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls the organization
which both the United States and its allies created in the forties in order to regulate the
exports of materials and technology to the –at those times so-called– communist world,
especially after the foundation of the People’s Republic of China and the activities of the
Soviet Union after World War II (7). These regulations were enhanced through the follow-
ing decades as the west-east tension kept growing during the cold war. CoCom ceased to
function in 1994, leaving the field to the Wassenaar Agreement.

The negotiation was initially carried out by the major powers of the United States, Britain
and France; nonetheless, there was far from universal agreement on the extent of the eco-
nomic blockade that should be undertaken. Shortly after its creation, the general direction
of export controls began discussions with other European nations, which had many con-
cerns about the legality of the proposed measures. From its creation in 1949, progressively
the western countries decided to subscribe the agreement with two notable exceptions:
Sweden and Switzerland, who have become major alternative sources of some products
and technologies from the CoCom lists.

Originally, the organization had two operational branches: the Consultative Group (CG)
and the Coordinating Committee (CoCom). Despite, shortly after its foundation and from
there on CoCom became the only responsible of defining and implementing export poli-
cies, then resulting in the discontinuation of the CG, leaving the whole management to
CoCom.

In parallel, during the Korean War, a special China Committee (ChinCom) was established
in order to deal with exports to Chinese and North-Korean territory but in a sensitive re-
strictive way in comparison with the Soviet Union and its European allies. After the Corean
War, in 1957, ChinCom resulted became integrated in CoCom and therefore the same
controls ended up applying to the Soviet Union and the China People’s Republic.

CoCom had no power of enforcement within an official regulation. It had no executive
power due to the complexity of agreement with internal countries policies. Its members
had no legal obligation to participate in its deliberations or to be bound by its recommen-
dations and decisions. The most relevant matter that helped CoCom leverage in Euro-
pean western nations was due to the economic dependence from the United States after
the Second World War. Many countries were devastated, and the economic aids the U.S.
was providing helped to set-up several relations and agreements in different matters. This
helped CoCom to establish all around western Europe and therefore reinforcing the North
American side in the cold war, at least until 1955, when the European nations, majorly
recovered from the conflicts, started trading again with the eastern nations as well as es-
tablishing political and diplomatic relations with the pro-Soviet countries. This provoked a
deterioration in the U.S. political and economic influence and the discontinuation of finan-
cial assistance to countries that exported restricted commodities to Communist Countries.
In spite of the cold war events through the following decades, the relationship between the
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United States and western powers –including Japan– was notably solid and CoCom was
perceived as a useful institution.

1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 1955
Economic aid 6,276.0 3,819.2 2,267.8 1,349.1 1,264.9 636.6 464.4
Military Aid —- 37.1 604.6 1,013.9 2,866.8 2,225.9 1,541.2
Total 6,276.0 3,856.3 2,872.4 2,363.0 4,131.7 2,862.5 2,007.6
Western European Exports to Eastern Europe 832.4 653.3 745.9 742.5 790.9 973.8 1,100.1
Western European Imports from Eastern Europe 1,011.7 812.9 1,009.8 995.4 908.7 1,039.4 1,357.9

Table 3.1: U.S. Aid to Western Europe vs East-West Trading between 1949 and 1955 (millions of
dollars). Source: Gunnar Adler Karlsson Western Economic Warfare 1947-1967, p. 46.

3.2. CoCom Operational Network

Even though the Coordinating Committee daily activities were carried out under severe
confidentiality, we can divide its operations in three different branches: the development
of lists of technologies and products that would be embargoed, controlled or monitored:
weekly consultations on exceptions to these lists; and consultation of enforcement.

We could find three CoCom lists, in accordance to the technical specifications and applica-
tions of the items contained: a munitions List, including all military items; an atomic energy
list, involving nuclear components such as reactors or fissionable materials; and finally, the
industrial (and commercial) list. By its nature, both military and atomic energy lists were
potentially restricted due to its purposes and strategic importance, and there was no de-
bate over the restrictions according to these lists. On the other hand, in the industrial and
commercial list we could find products and technologies that, although they are intended
and manufactured for civilian purposes (jet engines, air traffic control equipment, GNSS
receivers in the case of our femtosatellite) have military potential. Therefore, CoCom di-
vided the industrial list intro three different categories: International List I, involving the
items that were potentially restricted and the committee members agree in not to sell to
–the so-called– communist allies unless there was an special permission to do so; Inter-
national List II, in which the items that were contained could be exported to non-partner
nations in an specific quantity, expressed in value or number of units; and International
List III, containing items that could be sold with the requirement of the exporting nation to
maintain surveillance of end use. In any case, the information regarding to exports used
to be reported to CoCom by the corresponding nations.

Still inside the Industrial List, most of the dual-use items previously exposed were con-
tained in the International List I, which is itself divided into 10 subgroups1:

- Metalworking machinery;

- Chemical and petroleum equipment;

- Electrical and power-generating equipment;

- General industrial equipment;

- Transportation equipment;

1CHAPTER VIII: Multilateral Export Control Policy: The Coordinating Committee (CoCom), Princeton
University
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- Electronic and precision instruments;

- Metals, minerals, and their manufacture;

- Chemicals and metalloids;

- Petroleum products;

- Rubber and rubber products;

Even if the content of the CoCom lists remained covered under a veil of secrecy, it was
virtually identical to the national lists of controlled items published by the CoCom members,
including the United States with its Commodity Control List (CCL).

The overall trend of CoCom was towards liberalisation of controls. Since its foundation until
its cease of operations, there was a continuous debate within member states on whether
security concerns and trade advantages should converge in order not to be unnecessarily
stringent. This resulted in periodic reviews for purposes of deletion, addition and amend-
ment of the lists. In the following table, we expose the estimation of changes during the
first years of CoCom implementation during the cold war:

List as of, Number of Items
November 1949 86
November 1951 270
January 1952 285
March 1954 265
August 1954 170
March 1958 181
July 1958 118
April 1961 N/A
June 1964 1507
August 1965 161
September 1969 156
September 1972 151
March 1976 149

Table 3.2: Number of Items on the CoCom Embargo List During its First Years (1949-1976).
Source: Cupitt and McIntyre. CoCom. East-West Trade Relations. page 23.

As we can notice from this table, the number of items included in the list did fluctuate over
the years, with a special emphasis in the modification after the cease of war in Korea, in-
cluding the easing of tensions between North-Americans and Soviets. Several changes in
the list were induced by pressures from European countries in order to have more flexibility
when trading with its eastern neighbours. These reviews structured by a series of steps
that included the proposals for items to be added or deleted, counterproposals on an item
for which the original proposal was submitted, two rounds of extensive reviews and finally
additional adjustments in order to achieve consistency among the items. The evaluation
made by the permanent committee was based on the following parameters, which defined
the general view of CoCom towards item regulations2:

2CHAPTER VIII: Multilateral Export Control Policy: The Coordinating Committee (CoCom), Princeton
University
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- A laymen’s description of items to be considered;

- A comparison of U.S., CoCom, neutral and eastern countries manufacturing capa-
bility and availability for each item;

- The potential civilian and military uses of the item and their significance, e.g., their
strategic role;

- The technical feasibility of controlling the item, including the possibility and ease of
substitution;

- Changes in use parameters resulting from technological progress and the rate of
these changes;

- The present controls on design and manufacture of the equipment;

- The feasibility of reverse engineering, i.e., of extracting the technology from the prod-
uct and the principal military and civilian uses of the result;

- Identification of critical technologies and keystone equipment.

Every week representatives from member nations met in Paris in order to consider ex-
ceptions requests, majorly from companies, so a specific item could be removed from
the embargoed list and consequently be freely sold. The request was reviewed by each
member state and was subject to approval or denial. In the case of the United States,
if the exception request came from an American exporter, it was forwarded to the State
Department, which relied to the Economic Defence Advisory Committee (EDAC) the ad-
ministration and consultation –along with representatives of the own State Department, as
well as Defence, Commerce, Energy and Treasury Departments– in order to review and
approve or deny the request. The decision was mainly based on the technical specifi-
cations of the proposed export, the proposed end-use and end user, and the availability
outside CoCom, among others.

Following the trend detailed in the previous section, we can notice in the following table
how the number of CoCom approved exceptions raised substantially over the course of
the cold war.
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Year Value of Exceptions
1967 11
1968 8
1969 19
1970 62
1971 56
1972 124
1973 106
1974 119
1975 185
1976 162
1977 214

Table 3.3: CoCom Approved Exceptions During its First Years (1967-1977)[millions of dollars].
Source: Special Report on Multilateral Export Controls, submitted by the United States President
pursuant to sec. 117 of the Export Administration Amendments of 1977

The character of the exception procedure changed over the years: it became the usual
path through which export regulations could be waived at the request of the exporters in
order to be able to trade with other non-member countries. We can even notice in the
previous table how the United States, at the same time of being the most concerned –and
worried– nation with maintaining the strictest regulations, was also responsible for half of
the exception requests. This might be due to the leading role the U.S. had in computer
science and technology, which were the most frequent entries on the CoCom lists, North-
American firms playing the role of being one of the main suppliers of these items. It should
be noted that the majority of the exception requests submitted to the Coordinating Com-
mittee were usually approved; in fact, in the last decades of operations around only 1%
of requests were denied. One major issue when dealing with exceptions were the delays
originated since the request was submitted until it got the final approval –it should last
around two weeks but it usually went up to forty days, or even longer in case requests
were submitted by other nations other than the US– being the United States the major
responsible for these situations. In major cases the US played a central role in CoCom
regulations, as both exports abroad from North-American territory and items originated in
other –including member– countries, reexported through a US license, they had to apply to
the Office of Export Administration (OEA), which was the main constraint causing delays
in regulation approvals. Indeed, a CoCom delegation concluded, back in the days, that the
elaborate US review process was not designed to provide a response within the required
time frame; in fact, some US export control officials were not even aware of these dead-
lines3. In fact, there was some kind of antipathy from abroad countries, claiming that the
United States foreign requests were being delayed as a measure to provide commercial
advantage to US firms by holding up competitors.

3Controller General Export Controls, Mar. 1, 1979, p.11
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3.3. The Wassenaar Arrangement

Even though the Coordinating Committee for Multilateral Export Controls ceased opera-
tions on 1994 and the cold war era was over, a new threat appeared in the global map with
the so-called state-sponsored terrorism. A new conflict emerged and the need to prevent
rogue states – the undersecretary of state for arms and international security affairs, Lynn
E. David, targeted Iran, Iraq, North Korea and Libya– from acquiring advanced technology
prepared the field for the blooming of a new agreement on export restriction controls.

The Wassenaar Arrangement (8) on Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use
Goods and Technologies was established in December 1995 and was named after the
town in the Netherlands where negotiations were held. The agreement has the following
members: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, the Czech Republic,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, South Korea, Romania, Rus-
sian, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. Its headquarters are located in Vienna and its official purpose is to con-
tribute to regional and international security and stability, by promoting transparency and
responsibility in transfers of conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies, thus
preventing destabilizing accumulations. ”Participating States seek, through their national
policies, to ensure that transfers of these items do not contribute to the development or
enhancement of military capabilities which undermine these goals, and are not diverted to
support such capabilities(8).

This agreement calls for the maintenance of two of the previously exposed CoCom lists:
the munition list and the industrial/commercial list. It was concluded that the atomic energy
list made no sense nowadays due to the coverage of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Again, these lists are not binding to the member states and compliance is not mandatory.

3.4. Current Situation with CoCom Regulations and GNSS
Receivers

Regarding GPS technology, the terminology “CoCom Regulations” refers to a standard
limitation existing on GNSS tracking devices that disables tracking when the receiver esti-
mates that it is moving faster than 1,000 knots (1,900 km/h; 1,200 mph) or at an altitude
higher than 18,000 meters (59,000 ft). This regulation was intended mainly to industrial
commerce in order to prevent the use of GNSS technology in intercontinental ballistic
missiles or any other military applications. In Figure 3.1 we can appreciate a graphic ex-
planation on why a satellite orbiting at an altitude greater than 18,000 meters is able to
track a cruise missile:
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Figure 3.1: A Scheme of GNSS receiver-missile communications (COOKING IDEAS)

It should be noted that some manufacturers apply these limitations only when both speed
and altitude limits are reached, while other manufacturers disable tracking when either limit
is reached, which also affects to scientific balloons or, in our case, to our femtosatellite
cluster (which is beyond both limitations).

Nowadays, the CoCom limits standing for GNSS receivers are stated as:

• The U.S. Department of Commerce requires that all exportable GPS products con-
tain performance limitations so that they cannot be used in a manner that could
threaten the security of the United States. The following limitations are implemented
on the [named] receiver.

• Immediate access to satellite measurements and navigation results is disabled when
the receiver’s velocity is computed to be greater than 1000 knots, or its altitude is
computed to be above 18,000 meters. The receiver continuously resets until the
COCOM situation is cleared.4

It should be noted that in the same GPS receiver user guide we can find the following
annex, which specifies –for those states which accept the Missile Technology Control
Regime’s supervision– in its Technical Annex an exception to this rule:

11.A.3. Receiving equipment for ’navigation satellite systems’, having any of the following
characteristics, and specially designed components therefor:

a. Designed or modified for use in systems specified in 1.A.; or

b. Designed or modified for airborne applications and having any of the following:

1. Capable of providing navigation information at speeds in excess of 600 m/s;

45700/5800 GPS Receiver User Guide, pages 20 and 124 (9)
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2. Employing decryption, designed or modified for military or governmental ser-
vices, to gain access to a ’navigation satellite system’ secure signal/data; or

3. Being specially designed to employ anti-jam features (e.g. null steering an-
tenna or electronically steerable antenna) to function in an environment of ac-
tive or passive countermeasures.5 (10)

Applying this annex to our situation, thus disregarding military or governmental services
and being design to employ anti-jam features –which is not the case– it seems that if our
GNSS receiver is capable of providing navigation information at speeds greater than 600
meters per second it needs to have a special license. To sum up, if we need to modify a
GNSS receiver to remove CoCom regulations –or even acquire a specific GNSS receiver
without CoCom limits–, it would be legal and acceptable if we apply for a license.

Doing research and running across NASA’s State of the Art of Small Spacecraft Tech-
nology (11), we can find a relevant regulation referring to CoCom limitations in GNSS
receivers inside the Guidance, Navigation and Control document:

GPS units are controlled under the Export Administration Regulations (EAR) and
must be licensed to remove COCOM limits. Office of the Federal Register, “FOR-
EIGN AVAILABILITY DETERMINATION PROCEDURES AND CRITERIA,” vol. Title
15 Part 768.7, 2015.6

If we check an open access legal information site (12) for the so-called Foreign Availability
criteria, we notice that:

768.2 Foreign availability described.

(a) Foreign availability. Foreign availability exists when the Secretary determines
that an item is comparable in quality to an item subject to U.S. national security
export controls, and is available-in-fact to a country, from a non-U.S. source, in suffi-
cient quantities to render the U.S. export control of that item or the denial of a license
ineffective. For a controlled country, such control or denial is “ineffective” when main-
taining such control or denying a specific license would not restrict the availability of
items that would make a significant contribution to the military potential of the con-
trolled country or combination of countries detrimental to the national security of the
United States (see sections 5(a) and 3(2)(A) of the EAA.)

(b) Types of foreign availability. There are two types of foreign availability:

List item (1) Foreign availability to a controlled country; and

(2) Foreign availability to a non-controlled country.7

From our point of view, the statement says that if a specific item is available to purchase
and trade outside the United States –or any other CoCom country–, the same product in

5Missile Technology Control Regime Equipment, Software, and Technology Annex – MTCR, page 57
605. Guidance, Navigation and Control, NASA State of the Art of Small Spacecraft Technology, PDF
7Cornell Legal Information Institute
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the US is able to apply for the license to export it, in parallel of the existing regulations.
It does not mention any regulations about building a femtosatellite cluster in the thermo-
sphere GNSS capable in the US or any other country inside the CoCom agreement, when
the satellite is manufactured and launched by a member state launch provider.

We have arrived to the conclusion that: as the CoCom limitation is an ITU (International
Telecommunications Union, the United Nations specialized agency for information and
communication technologies) requirement, it has a global character and it refers both to
imports and exports. Therefore, if the GNSS receiver comes without CoCom limitations, it
is considered as Dual Use and, as we have just mentioned, it needs to acquire a license in
order to trade and export with it. If the device comes with pre-set CoCom limitations, it is
valid for export with permission of the Department of Commerce in the case of the United
States and by its corresponding counterpart in other CoCom countries. If we create or
modify the firmware of a GNSS receiver in order to avoid CoCom limitations but we do
not export or trade with it, the item can be considered inside the legal framework. In case
we want to put into the market a CoCom free receiver we must follow the International
Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR) rules and regulations in order not to step out of the
legal frame (13). It should be noted that some available options in the market with pre-set
CoCom limitations, specially the cheapest units, are hard wired and its firmware cannot be
modified, as we will discuss in the following chapter.

Detailed description of ITAR regulations, although important, exceeds the scope of this
work. Interested readers can consult 22 U.S.C. 2778 of the Arms Export Control Act
(AECA) and Executive Order 13637(14). Nevertheless, ITAR is a direct inheritor of CO-
COM and the most relevant aspects of its regulations follow analogous criteria.
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CHAPTER 4. AVAILABLE OPTIONS

4.1. GNSS Devices Selection Considerations

In this chapter we have carried out a study of the existing GNSS receivers in the market
to subsequently elaborate a figure of merit, in order to select the optimal option according
to our femtosatellite restrictions and needs. The practical value of a figure of merit can be
found in the ability to compare systems with multiple properties. In this kind of systems, it
is unlikely that one device outperforms all the rest in every relevant property. So, a figure
of merit can provide an insight in which device is more suitable considering its overall
performances. Obviously, the definition of such figures of merit is often debatable, as the
weights (importance) assigned to every analyzed property has some built-in subjectivity.
Nevertheless, if the figure of merit is properly defined, it will sort out a few devices as
“better” than the rest, thus reducing the required work to select a single one for actual
implementation.

Geolocation was implemented into our daily life at an end-user level around fifteen years
ago –even though these technologies were used since the sixties–, via the emergence of
new devices and multiple added functions to the already existing ones. We can find GNSS
technology in places such as our car, our telephone or even in the watch we wear during
our daily routine, a fact which has created a huge business opportunity for component
manufacturers and companies, thus providing a constant technology improvement in terms
of precision, accuracy and integrity of the receivers. This development is leading the state-
of-art in a wide range of sectors, from medical surgery to global communications, enabling
a trustworthy tool to be based on, in order to come out with remarkable social advances.

Nowadays we can find several of different options concerning GNSS receivers for terres-
trial use and, according to the actual demand, they are manufactured following the guide-
lines of being as light, small and accurate as possible. In the space industry, which needs
to be separately detailed, as it has its own particular needs, these performance indicators
are virtually not fit to in-orbit operations, and we must give priority to other specifications
which would be irrelevant, e.g., in car industry, such as, the resistance to radiation effects
rather than the accuracy of the device. Because of the relevance of GNSS in space indus-
try for this work, we will develop this aspect further along the following sections. Having
said that, the market competition in GNSS receivers at a common use level is nowadays
at its peak. In Appendix A we detail some options with different price tag (from the lowest
to the most expensive cost per unit), provided by the major manufacturers.

4.2. Space-Qualified GNSS Receivers

This GNSS technology demand has naturally extended to the –now commonly known as–
NewSpace1 market, with the exponential increase in the past years of private companies

1NewSpace: movement encompassing a globally emerging private spaceflight industry. The term
is used to refer to a global sector of new aerospace companies and ventures working independently
of governments and traditional major contractors, driven by commercial motivations to broader –more
socioeconomically-oriented– ends.
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willing to operate in-orbit by means of satellite operations, space transportation or Earth
observation. The continuous growth of this sector has led manufacturers and operators to
begin the use of modular components, far from the traditional specifically-designed devices
in use, which has resulted in the mass production of space-qualified GNSS receivers as
independent products ready for the end-user adoption.

In order to make a selection among the several GNSS receivers capable of operating in
space environment we need to take into account their basic characteristics, apart from
the performance indicators specific for our femtosatellite, that define an in-orbit operational
geolocation receiver. As we have just stated, most commonly used receivers for terrestrial
applications use Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) components, which fulfil the needs and
characteristics for a ground-based use. In the space arena, differences not only affect the
base line design of the components, but also go further and also differs in the embedded
software, as GNSS receivers for non-terrestrial use typically need to accommodate large
variations of the received signal frequencies due to Doppler shifts, which is not a matter of
importance in ground operations.

On the other hand –as detailed in Chapter 2–, we also find regulatory issues such as
the COCOM limitations set by the International Traffic on Arms Regulations (ITAR), which
do not allow the proper functioning and data transmission of receivers which exceed an
upper threshold of 18,000 meters (59,000 ft), or moving at velocity higher than 1,000 knots
(1,900 km/h; 1,200 mph). As we concluded on the previous chapter, GNSS receivers do
actually come with export control restrictions strictly related to the end-user requirements
and therefore, we need to make sure the selected options are specifically designed for
space operations and are classified as Dual Use receivers.

The main functions of the GNSS receiver inside our femtosatellite are related to the deter-
mination of its position in Cartesian coordinates; however, the advantages of these devices
in the space environment not only apply to geolocation, but are also very useful for a wide
range of in-orbit processes such as on board time synchronization and geocoding of pay-
load information, autonomous orbit control and manoeuvre planning, spacecraft formation
flying, as well as on board attitude determination2. In order to perform a preliminary selec-
tion, we have taken into account several potential key specifications (15) and performance
criteria to evaluate in each product; the list of relevant performances is as follows:

- Mass [g]: ideally under 20 g

- Power Consumption [mW]: it should not exceed 200 mW

- Dual Usage (COCM free);

- Volume [m3];

- Dimnsions [mm];

- Number of Channels;

- Number of Antennae;

- Update Rate [Hz];

- Position accuracy [m];

- Velocity accuracy [m/s];

2An Overview of GPS Receivers for Small Satellites may be found in https://satsearch.co/
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- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF) [s];

- Tolerance to Radiation [krad];

- Cost [e];

In addition, and in order to have a final filter in case two or more options are virtually
equivalent to our needs, we will also consider the supplier’s reputation and location, with
emphasis on export controls, as mentioned above.

The GNSS receiver preliminary selection list, obtained prior to the implementation of a
figure of merit, consists of the following space certified devices:

GNSS-200 SERIES NAVIGATION RECEIVER – HYPERION TECHNOLOGIES

The Dutch company features a low mass, low power consumption GNSS receiver de-
signed specifically for use in CubeSats and femtosats, as its form factors fits virtually any
system. The GNSS 200 series global navigation receiver (16) is part of the line called
iADCS-series; consequently, it fully integrates with other attitude determination and con-
trol systems components of the same company or having similar characteristics. It is one
of the options that attracts us the most for our femtosatellite mainly due to its extremely
low mas (according to our 20 grams ideal limitation), the complete compliance with ITAR
regulations and an acceptable power consumption compared with similar options, and it is
below our limit of 200 mW.

- Mass: 3 g.

- Power Consumption: 150 mW.

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 20 mm × 15 mm × 3
mm.

- Volume: 900 mm3.

- No of Channels: multichannel 12.

- No of Antennae: 2.

- Update Rate: 20 Hz.

- Position Accuracy: 8 m.

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 90 s.

- Tolerance to Radiation: 36 krad.

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.1 m/s.

Figure 4.1: GNSS 200 Series Navigation Re-
ceiver (HYPERION TECHNOLOGIES)
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VENUS838FLPx GPS RECEIVER – SKYTRAQ TECHNOLOGY

Venus838FLPx is another GNSS receiver targeting CubeSat and microsatellite applica-
tions. It features low power consumption, high sensitivity and both excellent signal acqui-
sition and Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF) performance (17). This device is equipped with all the
necessary active and passive components in order to operate, including GPS RF front-
end, GPS baseband signal processor, 0.5 ppm TCXO, 32.768 kHz RTC crystal and an
RTC LDO regulator. It should be also noted that the receiver takes up only 100 mm2 PCB
footprint, which makes it sustainability-friendly.

Moreover, the device features a dedicated massive-correlator signal parameter search
engine within the baseband, thus enabling a rapid search of the available satellites and
performing efficiently in weak signal acquisition scenarios. In the same line, it incorpo-
rates an advanced track engine allowing weak signal tracking and positioning in hostile
environments.

- Mass: 0.3 g.

- Power Consumption: 130 mW.

- COCOM free: Yes.

- Dimensions: 10 mm × 10 mm × 1.3 mm

- Volume: 130 mm3.

- No of Channels: 167. Figure 4.2: Venus838FLPx Navigation
Receiver (ALTIFORCE)

- No of Antennae: 2

- Update Rate: 25 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 2.5 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 15 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 5 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.1 m/s
Figure 4.3: Venus838FLPx Navigation
Receiver (ALTIFORCE)

WARPSPACE GPS RECEIVER

This Japanese start-up company is claiming to produce the ‘smallest and lightest GPS
module in the world’ (18), with dimensions of 24.1 mm × 20.2 mm × 7.5 mm and only 3 g
of mass. The receiver, based on the same chip as the SkyTraq’s Venus838FLPx, integrates
a 5-pin header interface featuring a position accuracy of 2.5 m, an operating voltage of 3.3
V as well as a relatively low power consumption of 45 mA. It is compatible with multiple
constellations such as GPS, GLONASS, EGNOS, QZSS, WAAS, MASAS and GAGAN.
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- Mass: 3 g.

- Power Consumption: 148.5 mW

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 24.1 mm × 20.2 mm ×
7.5 mm

- Volume: 3651.15 mm3

- No of Channels: 12

- No of Antennae: 1

- Update Rate: 1 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 2.5 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 29 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 5 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.1 m/s

Figure 4.4: WARPSPACE GPS Receiver (SAT-
SEARCH)

PHOENIX GPS RECEIVER – DLR

This geolocation device developed by the German Aerospace Centre is conceived as a fit
option for innovative space missions –with limited budgets– featuring small size satellites.
The device is defined as a 12-channel single-frequency receiver specifically designed for
high-dynamics and space applications (19). Its low power consumption and small size are
determined by the advanced GP4020 baseband processor integrated in the motherboard,
offering both precision measurements and robust tracking under severe dynamics.

- Mass: 20 g.

- Power Consumption: 850 mW

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 70 mm × 47 mm × 15
mm

- Volume: 49350 mm3

- No of Channels: 12

- No of Antennae: 2

- Update Rate: 5 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 10 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 450 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 10 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.1 m/s

Figure 4.5: Phoenix GPS Receiver (Image:
DLR)

As a con of this device for our purposes, its volume is rather large and would force us to
increase the size of the femtosatellite.
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The following market options exceed the weight limitation of 20 grams but are still below
100 grams and all of them will be considered in the Figure of Merit. We consider that these
systems could be useful for the Samara University version of the mission.

SGR-LIGO – SSTL

The SGR-LIGO is a GNSS receiver manufactured by the British company Surrey Satel-
lite Technology (SSTL), targeting satellites complying with the CubeSat PC-104 standard.
The device features radiation tolerance core components tested up to 10 krad (although
the overall certification is located at 5 krad of tolerance), with dual-antenna support and
multichannel compatibility (20). In case we need a lower power consumption, the receiver
also supports the use of passive antennas to minimize the energy required for data trans-
missions.

- Mass: 90 g

- Power Consumption: 500 mW

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 92 mm × 87 mm × 12
mm

- Volume: 96048 mm3

- No of Channels: 24

- No of Antennae: 2

- Update Rate: 1 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 5 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 90 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 5 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.1 m/s
Figure 4.6: SGR-LIGO Navigation Receiver
(SATSEARCH)
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SGR-05P – SSTL

The SGR-05P provides position, velocity and time in an OEM configuration for professional
small satellites (21). It does so by comprising of the GPS receiver core from within its
twin version the SGR-07, and makes use of the host’s regulated power supply and TTL
interfaces.

- Mass: 60 g

- Power Consumption: 1600 mW

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 105 mm × 65 mm × 12
mm

- Volume: 81900 mm3

- No of Channels: 12

- No of Antennae: 1

- Update Rate: 1 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 10 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 90 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 11 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.15 m/s

Figure 4.7: SGR-05P Navigation Receiver (SAT-
SEARCH)

OEM719L – NOVATEL

The OEM719L is designed to satisfy the demand of small satellite systems, its mass is
31 grams, a low power consumption of 900 mW and features two serial ports, supporting
speeds up to 230,400 bits per second, a USB port, and a configurable PPS output and
event mark inputs (22).

- Mass: 31 g

- Power Consumption: 900 mW

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 71 mm × 46 mm × 11 mm

- Volume: 35926 mm3

- No of Channels: 555

- No of Antennae: 1

- Update Rate: 100 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 0.6 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 20 to 39 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 5 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.03 m/s

Figure 4.8: OEM719 Navigation Receiver
(NOVATEL)
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GPS RECEIVER MODULE 1 – PUMPKIN

This receiver utilizes the previously mentioned NovAtel OEM719 high-performance 555-
channel space-grade to provide position, navigation and time data and it features access
to NovAtel OEM7 API (23).

- Mass: 106 g

- Power Consumption: 1300 mW

- COCOM free: Yes

- Dimensions: 96 mm × 90 mm × 1.6
mm

- Volume: 13824 mm3

- No of Channels: 12

- No of Antennae: 1

- Update Rate: 20 Hz

- Position Accuracy: 10 m

- Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): 90 s

- Tolerance to Radiation: 5 krad

- Velocity Accuracy: 0.03 m/s

Figure 4.9: GPSRM1 Navigation Receiver
(PUMPKIN SPACE)

There are still other options of GNSS receivers targeting CubeSats and small satellites.
However, any of them cannot be considered in our decision matrix as they notably exceed
our most crucial constraint: mass. Below we detail a brief review of some of these market
options:

NGPS-01-422 and CUBESAT GPS RECEIVER – NEWSPACE SYSTEMS

On one hand, the GPS Receiver manufactured by NewSpace Systems (see Figure 4.10)
is a 12-channel hardware-based receiver which works via a GPS chipset, which is send
to space integrated into various low-cost small satellite constellations. The NSS GPS
includes an unregulated, isolated power input and differential interfaces. It employs latch-
up detection/protection and a watchdog timer for increased reliability and robustness.

Figure 4.10: NGPS-01-422 and CubeSat GPS Receivers (SATSEARCH)
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DUAL CHANNEL GPS RECEIVER – MEISEI ELECTRIC

The GPS receiver manufactured by the Japanese company Meisei Electric (see Figure
4.11) uses low cost COTS hardware and is QZSS- and GPS-receivable. The positioning
data can be computed regardless of the attitude by means of a dual-channel antenna. It is
still inside the market frame for CubeSats and small satellites, therefore featuring lightness
and relatively small dimensions.

Figure 4.11: Dual Channel GPS Receiver (SATSEARCH)

GPS-601 SATELLITE GNSS RECEIVER - SPACEQUEST

The GPS-601 Satellite GNSS (see Figure 4.12) contains a robust core and features a wide
interface card being able to provide precise accuracy measurements and compatibility,
targeting space applications in CubeSats and small satellites.

Figure 4.12: GPS-601 Satellite GNSS Receiver (SPACEQUEST)
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CHAPTER 5. FIGURE OF MERIT

In the present chapter, we use the preliminary selection of GNSS devices described in
Chapter 4, in order to derive a figure of merit and, ultimately, to determine the optimal (or
a few outstanding) available option(s) which will meet our requirements. The method we
will be using is based on a matrix decision aimed to obtain a figure of merit. As we will
see in the following sections, this method allows to specify all the device properties we
are interested in, and to assign them normalised values. This helps comparison between
devices and grants better informed choices.

5.1. An Overview of the Decision Matrix

A figure of merit is used in engineering to characterize the performance of a device (in our
case the GNSS receiver of our femtosat), relative to its alternatives, especially in the cases
when different devices stand out in some of their properties, but not in others. The figure
of merit is defined for specific options and characteristics in order to determine quantify
their utility for an application. In the industrial area, figures of merit are commonly used as
a tool to convince customers and companies to choose a particular brand among others.

We will carry out this whole process following the Decision Matrix Analysis concepts (24),
which essentially “mathematize” the procedures of selecting a specific option among oth-
ers in order to make a rational decision. This engineering method is notably powerful
in situations in which there is a number of good alternatives to choose from and many
different factors to take into account, specially where there is not an obvious clear choice.

Prior to the decision process which will be described in detail for our specific case, it is
important to recall the main steps which should be followed in order to derive a figure of
merit.

- Selection of Options: (previously done in Chapter 4) to carry out an extensive study
of all the available options in the market of the desired product.

- Selection of Criteria: gathering of all the information and characteristics of the device
(in his case our GNSS receiver), which must be taken into account.

- Weight of Criteria: designating a mathematical parameter to each selected specifi-
cation, in order to determine the percentage of influence in our final decision.

- Rating the Options: positioning each selected option against versus the established
criteria, in order to obtain a table classifying each option by its suitability.

- Final Decision: Considering the most suitable options and adopt one (or more, if
needed) as the finally selected for the project.

In order to approximate this guideline to the most realistic scenario, we will also take into
account the availability of each desired characteristic in the datasheets as well as the
ordering options with the companies offering its GNSS receivers.
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5.2. Step 1: Selection of Criteria

5.2.1. Useful Parameters to Determine the Figure of Merit

We have taken into account the GNSS devices from Chapter 4, and compiled a series of
main characteristics which may be relevant for their performance once implemented in our
femtosatellite. It is important at this point not to allow redundancy, that is, not to consider
properties which may be equivalent. This would duplicate their importance (weight) and
falsely amplify their relevance in our final decision.

i) Essential Parameters

– Mass: ideally under 20 grams, as the whole femtosatellite should not be heav-
ier than 100 grams.

– Power Consumption: intrinsically related to the satellite battery capacity, it
should not exceed 200 mW.

– Volume (Dimensions): the total spherical volume of the femtosat model is
intended to be notably small for sake of the project’s viability, therefore the
smaller the dimensions the better the rating.

– COCOM Regulations: the receiver should be ideally COCOM free, otherwise
we will consider firmware modifications and costs associated with its regulation
removal. If it is not COCOM free, it should be modifiable to remove the COCOM
limitations.

ii) Relevant Parameters

– Number of Channels: the higher the number of channels, the higher the the
suitability of the device.

– Number of Antennae: required 4π rad coverage, otherwise field of view/4π.
Essentially the use of one antenna will be enough for our femtosatellite opera-
tions.

– Update Rate: desired once per second, in order to be provided with accurate
enough data. Any value below that rate will be penalized.

– Position Accuracy: not critical for the thermosphere density determination; an
accuracy of 10 meters or less will be evaluated, virtually, in the same way.

– Time-To-First-Fix (TTFF): maximum value of 60 minutes, taking into account
the short operational life of our femtosatellites.

– Tolerance to Radiation: receivers designed to be used in space are usually
good at performing in high radiation environments; we will apply a linear rela-
tion from the most radiation hardened to the weakest option.

iii) Non-Trascendental Parameters

– Bits per Navigation: it is intrinsically related to the link equation, therefore the
lower the number of bits per navigation, the better the rating.

– Velocity Accuracy: irrelevant for our operations.
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All these parameters will be correspondingly justified, and adjusted to the actual conditions,
by assigning them a weight, in the criteria section of this chapter.

Once the final decision summary is presented, we will introduce the cost variable, accord-
ing to preliminary negotiations with the companies and the size of our order.

5.2.2. Data Availability

It should be noted that not all the desired data is available on the datasheets provided
by the manufacturers and we need to adapt our parameters to the actual situation (see
Figure 5.1). Fortunately, most of the information we required from the receivers –specially
the essential– is fully available for every device and we just needed to make slight modifi-
cations and adjustment to our tables:

Figure 5.1: Data availability information for the considered GNSS receivers. Available and non-
available information are shown in green and red respectively.

Note that most of the data regarding Bits per Navigation and Frequencies are not shown
on the datasheets, and therefore we will not be evaluating them. Fortunately, both of them
are virtually irrelevant regarding our final decision regarding the GNSS receiver inside the
femtosatellite. Therefore this lack of information will not affect the suitability of our decision
matrix.

On other hand, several specifications are not available for certain models, such as update
rate, tolerance to radiation or velocity accuracy (again, none of them are essential param-
eters). In this case, we approximate these values to the usual minimum in space-certified
GNSS receivers, adopting a conservative position even if the actual specification features
a better performance. In other situations in which the datasheet provides a range of values
–for instance, update rates between 1 Hz and 20 Hz or a position lower than 5 meters–, we
again adopt the worst-case scenario, taking the most conservative value for our mathemat-
ical model. Additionally, in Chapter 6 we discuss the variability of results when adopting
optimistic values in a full-performance scenario.
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5.3. Step 2: Data Collection and Approximations

The tables corresponding to Figure 5.2 show all the information collected from the receiver
datasheets and their respective approximations, which will be used to build the decision
summary: All the datasheets provided by the providers can be consulted in the Appendix
B of this work.

Figure 5.2: Datasheet Information and Approximations.

5.4. Step 3: Data Ratings

Once all the necessary data are presented, we need to apply normalized ratings to our
selected criteria. In order to assign the optimal value to each characteristic of the receivers,
we create a specific grading scale for every parameter listed in the previous step. To do
this, we take the data collected and compare them to a pre-stablished set of conditions
with defined thresholds. We assign a weight to every property by giving a value of 1 to the
best option and 0.1 to the worst, and assume a linear relation to determine the weights for
intermediate values.

In the next paragraphs we find the slope and independent term to such fits for all the
properties taken into account to determine our figure of merit.
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Mass

We need to take into account that our desired mass is supposed to be below 20 grams
but we have decided to include options up to 160 grams –which could prove useful for the
University of Samara femtosatellite–. Therefore, in this case we will apply a standard linear
regression in order get a figure for each mass value:

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Mass [g] Normalized Value
0.3 1
160 0.1

Developing the function to obtain each mass figure ( fM):

y = ax+b

1 = 0.3 a+b
0.1 = 160 a+b

}
a =−5.64×10−3, b = 1.0017

Therefore:

fM =−5.64×10−3 M+1.0017

Power Consumption

Our maximum power consumption should be located below 200 mW, as it is directly related
with the size and duration of the battery. We have adjusted our parameters to the actual
power consumption of the selected options.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Power Consumption [mW] Normalized Value
130 1

1600 0.1

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fPC:

fPC =−6.1225×10−4 PC+1.0796

Volume

Our satellite is characterized, among other things, by its small size. Consequently, the
miniaturisation of all the components is an essential aspect in order to keep the femtosatel-
lite’s configuration. As we do not have any significant boundary for this aspect –apart from
common sense–, we will apply a linear regression.
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Setting the upper and lower edges:

Volume [mm3] Normalized Value
130 1

96048 0.1

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure ( fV ):

fV =−9.383×10−6 V+1.00123

COCOM Regulations

All our options are –or can be– delivered as COCOM free and therefore in this case we do
not need to assign a rating based on a gradient scale.

Number of Channels

The number of channels that a satellite can operate with is strictly related to its availability
but also –in a minor way– to its power consumption. Therefore, we will not be applying a
remarkable penalization within options among 24 channels or more.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

No of Channels Normalized Value
167 1
1 0.5

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fNC:

fNC = 3.012×10−3 ×NC+0.49699

Number of Antennae

In this case the number of antennae in the selected options differs between one and two.
As the femtosatellite could operate with only one antenna, again we will not be making an
excessive difference between the two configurations and we will start our rank at 0.5.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

No of Antennae Normalized Value
2 1
1 0.5

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fNA:

fNA =−0.5NA+1.5
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Update Rate

We need a minimum of 1 Hz in order to receive enough accurate data in our density
measurements. More than that would have no significant difference in our determinations
and consequently the difference within 1 Hz and more will be drastically reduced, only up
to a 30% margin.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Update Rate [Hz] Normalized Value
25 1
1 0.7

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fUR:

fUR = 0.0125UR+0.6875

Position Accuracy

For the nature of our operations, we will not be needing a position accuracy under 10
meters, as the function of our femtosatellite is not related with terrestrial navigation or
similar. As in the previous case, we will not strictly penalize options with an accuracy on or
under our desired minimum.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Position Accuracy [m] Normalized Value
1.8 1
10 0.7

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fPA:

fPA =−0.0367PA+1.0659

Time-To-First- Fix (TTFF)

The Time-To-First- Fix defines the period in which the receiver starts to send information
to the ground station since the beginning of the satellite’s operational life. Among our
specifications, we state that we should require a TTFF below 60 minutes, a fulfilled feature
by all the available options in the market. Therefore, we will be adapting our gradient to the
actual offer but, taking into account our wide requirements, we will not be hardly penalizing
any options with a long Time-To-First-Fix.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Time-To-First- Fix (TTFF) [s] Normalized Value
15 1
450 0.7
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Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fTTFF:

fTTFF =−6.8967×10−4TTFF+1.0103

Tolerance to Radiation

Nowadays, especially with the recent regulations, all the GNSS receivers for space use
are radiation hardened. From this point, we will be applying a linear regression within the
most resistant and the weakest one without penalizing any of them in excess, up to a 50%
difference rate.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Tolerance to Radiation [krad] Normalized Value
36 1
5 0.5

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fTR:

fTR = 0.0161TR+0.4194

Velocity Accuracy

As this parameter remains irrelevant to our operations, we apply a linear regression from
lowest to highest accuracy but we will not be penalizing inaccurate options in excess.

Setting the upper and lower edges:

Velocity Accuracy [m/s] Normalized Value
0.15 1
0.03 0.5

Proceeding as in the mass case, we obtain for the figure fVA:

fVA = 4.16VA+0.375
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5.4.1. Collection of Normalized Data

Once we have obtained all the corresponding normalized values for every criterion taken
into account, we come up with the following figure (5.3), where we have crossed both the
data obtained with every GNSS receiver candidate model.

Figure 5.3: Normalized Datasheet

This values will be employed in the next sections to determine the figure of merit of the
different devices considered so far.

5.5. Step 4: Weight and Rank of Criteria

Once we have quantified the properties of the GNSS receivers in an easily comparable
way, we need to define the applicable weight to each parameter in a one to ten scale,
according to the importance according to our specific needs as well as to the influence we
want it to have into our final decision. As we have exposed in the first step, we already
divided the receiver characteristics intro three major groups in relation to is relevance.
From that point, we have come up to the consensus of assigning the weights to each
feature listed in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Criteria Selection Worksheet
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5.6. Step 5: Results

At this point we have all the information required to come up with a final decision. In the
following table we have carried out a triple correlation between each option, its weighed
normalized parameters according to the criteria established in the previous steps, and the
weight assigned to each feature in relation with the level of influence in our femtosatellite
model. In order to fully appreciate the repercussion of the weight assigned to each param-
eter, we show a column referring to the raw score, only taking into account the normalized
values, to end up comparing them with the actual weighed score.

Figure 5.5: Summary of Decision

We can notice how there are clearly four options that overcome the rest of the candidates:
Venus 838FLPx made by the Taiwanese company SkyTraq, WarpSpace GPS Receiver
by the Japanese WarpSpace, OEM719L by de Canadian NovAtel and GNSS 200 by the
Dutch company Hyperion Technologies. Consequently, we will base our final decision
between these four receiver models.

5.7. Price and Availability

In order to discuss a future order to the companies providing the final candidate receivers,
we need to extract as much information as possible regarding cost per unit, exports and
regulations. These will be the final details that will balance our decision to a definitive
option.

A significant part of the dedication time in this TFG has been devoted to establish com-
munication and exchange information with engineers and sales representatives of the
providers of the top-score GNSS receivers: NovAtel (Canada), Hyperion Technologies
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(The Netherlands), WarpSpace (Japan) and SkyTraq (Taiwan). During these contacts, we
have been able to discuss the price and availability of receivers depending, e.g., on the
size order: for one single unit, ten and a hundred receiver units. We have also studied the
actual suitability of the device for our specific mission with GNSS experts and providers, as
well as the different configurations of the receiver in order to save weight and power con-
sumption. These conversations have been both demanding and fruitful, and have proved
extremely useful for the progress and results from our work.

OEM719L

We have had the opportunity to contact NovAtel in Canada, the company responsible for
the manufacture and commercialization of the GNSS receiver OEM719L (see Figure 5.6),
with whom we have discussed the availability of the receiver –and suitability for our project–
via phone calls and emails with its representatives.

On one hand, we came up along with their GNSS experts to the conclusion that within our
operational needs the use of one passive antenna would be enough and positively it would
reduce the power consumption compared with using two antennas. This fact helps us in
saving battery life, as savings in power consumption are really valued in our mission.

Concerning the COCOM regulations, NovAtel has informed us that there are actually ap-
plicable limitations to the OEM719L receiver concerning velocities higher that 515 m/s,
instead of the common limits concerning both altitude and speed. Nevertheless, there is
the possibility to get rid of this velocity limitation via a COCOM removal service that costs
an extra 1,000 US dollars, paid one time for the whole GNSS receiver order. It is manda-
tory –as usual in this type of transactions– to fill and sign an End Use Statement (EUS)
template that needs to be completed as part of the Canadian export approval process,
which can be consulted in the Annex.

The OEM719L has a price tag of 545 US dollars operating only with GPS. In case we
want to go multiconstellation the price increases as well. The price of the receiver includes
the High Speed (-H) functionality, which can only be added after getting the approval of
the Canadian authorities via the Canadian Export Permit (CEP). The CEP has a 2-years
validity from its date of issue and extends up to fifty GNSS receiver units.

Finally, it should be noted that there are no ITAR restrictions with the GNSS receiver
OEM719L because they are of Canadian origin. However, they are still export controlled
and an export permit is required to ship the goods from Canada to Spain. The costs related
to an export permit go up to 2,500 US dollars based on the company services.

NovAtel would provide us a free sample of the OEM719L receiver for a limited period of
time, in case we need to check it physically and perform several tests.

In the Annex D of this thesis we can find the budged elaborated by NovAtel, including price
tags for 1, 10 and 100 GNSS receiver units, its corresponding COCOM removal, export
permits and shipping costs to the Polytechnic University of Catalonia in Castelldefels. In
addition, there is attached a copy of the End Use Statement (EUS) template in order to
apply to the Canadian export license.
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Figure 5.6: NovAtel OEM719L GNSS Receiver (NovAtel)

GNSS200

We are currently in touch with the Sales and GNSS departments of the Dutch company
Hyperion Technologies, responsible for the production and distribution of the GNSS200
receiver (see Figure 5.7). By the date of Tuesday 21st January 2020, we have had the
opportunity to carry out a video meeting with sales representatives and GNSS experts
from Hyperion, after a series of email conversations.

The GNSS200 has a standard unit price of 2,000e, with the possibility to discuss discounts
depending on the size order as well as on the proposed schedule and delivery milestone.

In the performance section, we came up to the conclusion the receiver could operate
with a passive antenna even though, from Hyperion Technologies point of view, it does
not have an actual effect to the power consumption –differing from NovAtel’s opinion–.
Nevertheless, the GNSS200 features a hibernation mode, capable of notably reducing
power consumption in the situations we do not require it to be functioning. The receivers
are available in either an active or passive configuration.

Hyperion Technologies is a Dutch company, part of the European Union and, therefore,
there are no export permits applicable. However, as we are collaborating with Samara
University in Russia, we should apply for an export license in case we decide to launch our
femtosatellite cluster from outside the EU.

The device is totally COCOM free and therefore there are not any altitude or velocity limi-
tations when transferring data from the receiver and the ground station. This feature elimi-
nates any hypothetical cost related to regulations removal, although we need to add to the
initial 2,000e per receiver a fixed amount varying from 1,500e to 3,000e corresponding
to shipping costs, paid once for each order.

There is also the possibility to rent a sample unit in case we need to physically test it in
real conditions.
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Figure 5.7: GNSS200 Receiver (Hyperion Technologies)

Venus 838FLPx-SPC

This GNSS receiver manufactured by the Taiwanese company SkyTraq features extremely
low weight at a very reduced cost. We have been in contact with the company which
has informed us that the Venus838FLPx-SPC receiver has a flat unit price of 199 US
dollars, accompanied by a declaration letter signed by the responsible of the research team
stating that the purchased item is only for peaceful satellite applications. As a Taiwanese
company, SkyTraq is not bounded by EU regulations and therefore we need to apply for
an export license and COCOM services removal, which would add to the final cost of the
product. SkyTraq has not yet provided further information about the exact amounts for
these two operations.

The receiver has been used by companies and institutions such as NASA Ames Research
Centre, JAXA, Satellogic, Swarm Technologies, Hyperion Technologies, TU Delft, Boston
University, Chubu University and so on. SkyTraq has also provided us with the results
Spirent GSS7000 simulations:

Figure 5.8: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

The figures corresponding to all the analysis can be found in the Annex C of this thesis.

Figure 5.8.1: Venus838FLPx Navigation Receiver (ALTIFORCE)
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WarpSpace GPS Receiver

The Japanese start-up company WarpSpace Inc. claims to have the ‘smallest and lightest
GNNS receiver in the world’ featuring a mass of 3 grams and a power consumption 45 mil-
liamperes. We have established contact with its General Manager, Mr Hiromitsu Azuma,
who has informed us about the current situation of the receiver concerning COCOM regu-
lations and export permits from Japan.

The WarpSpace GPS Receiver (see Figure 5.9) has a price tag of 2,500 US dollars that
can vary if the order surpasses 50 units. Regarding COCOM regulations, the GNSS mod-
ule is intended to have no limits concerning altitude and velocity and it will be demon-
strated on summer 2020. In case the receiver gets enough qualifications, the intention of
WarpSpace is to raise the module’s base price.

The company is bounded by Japanese regulations and therefore we should apply for an
export permit to the Export Trade Control Order of Japan, which would add an extra cost to
our GNSS receiver order. Moreover, we have also studied with Mr. Azuma the costs related
to shipping and transportation from Japan, concluding that the HS code of the WarpSpace
GPS receiver is 8529.91 and there is no tariff between Spain and Japan, although the VAT
tax (21% in for Spain), needs to be included in the final price.

Regarding product transportation, WarpSpace uses FedEx and DHL as international op-
erators and the contract type would be DDP. In Spain, the import of electronic equipment
is required to comply with the RoHs directive, and therefore there might be a need for ev-
idence to prove the absence of specific hazardous substances in case we decide to build
our femtosatellite using WarpSpace’s GNSS module as one of the components. We have
also studied the requiring of a CE marking and we arrived to the conclusion that it will not
be needed as we are not reselling this module without any modifications.

Figure 5.9: WarpSpace GPS Receiver (WarpSpace)

5.8. Discussion

It should be noted that our selection procedure has been carried out taking into account
approximations and conservative assumptions regarding a range of values related to an
specific parameter. As we have mentioned in the previous section, the flexibility of our
Figure of Merit allows us to check any possible variation regarding the actual performance
of the candidate options. In the following figures, we can appreciate the score difference
when the capabilities of each receiver are taken to their theoretical limit (see Figures 5.10
and 5.11).
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Figure 5.10: Data Collection in an Optimal Performance Scenario

Figure 5.11: Summary of Decision at Receiver’s Full Performance

We can notice how, differently from the previous model, the Venus838FLPx sits firmly
in first position –widening the gap with the rest of the candidates–, when it is taken to
its theoretical maximum capabilities, which reinforces our final decision. However, the
decision matrix still shows up four solid options far from the rest, which can be used as
alternatives to the SkyTraq’s receiver.

Because the number of variables associated to the device performance is so high, and
thus the restrictions on our prioritization so strong, we have not considered the price of the
product up to now. However, it can be a key to the feasibility of the mission, which is aimed
to involve several femtosatellites and remain low-cost. After getting in touch with the sales
responsible of the companies which provided the top-scorer receivers, we have added the
price variable to our decision matrix. We have considered a linear gradient regarding the
influence to the parameter, being a difference of a factor five between the cheapest and
the most expensive option. Fortunately, we have enough information regarding base price
tag, export permits if the company operates outside the European Union and possible
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COCOM removal costs, in order to approximate as much as possible our Figure of Merit
for an actual case of –in this example– a 10-unit GNSS receiver order (see Figures 5.12,
5.13 and 5.14).

Figure 5.12: Data Collection Including Price for a 10-unit Order

Figure 5.13: Assigned Weight and Influence to the Final Decision
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Figure 5.14: Summary of Decision Including Price for a 10-unit Order

Including the price as a parameter reflects the weakness of options such as the WarpSpace
GPS Receiver, with an elevated base price tag and the cons of being a Japanese company
bounded by export regulations. Also in this section, we can notice how Venus 838FLPx
fully complies with our price standards and notably stands out from the other alternatives,
mainly due to the low price regarding the chip, even if the company is based in Taiwan and
there is also the need to apply for an export license.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

6.1. Conclusions

We have achieved our main goal of shortlisting GNSS receivers suitable for implementation
in a femtosatellite aimed to take measurements of thermospheric densities (AtmoSwarm).
In doing so, we may extract the following conclusions from our work:

i) Concerning the selection of the most appropriated GNSS receiver for our femtosatel-
lite, we have concluded, by using the Figure of Merit approach, that the Venus
838FLPx manufactured by the Taiwanese company SkyTraq is the receiver which
fits better our mission requirements. This model not only features an extremely light
mass or low power consumption, but its price tag is ten times lower than any other
competitor’s. This is mainly due to the fact that it is sold without a PCB board and it is
only available with the chip. Fortunately, from the practical point of view, this meets
our needs, as we aim to integrate the receiver in an electronic board along with the
rest of the electronic components (microprocessor, accelerometers, the flash mem-
ory...) for the sake of saving as much mass and volume inside the structure as
possible. This way we can we save up to 19.7 grams, which represents almost 20%
of the total mass of our satellite and it will result certainly useful during the develop-
ment and selection of the other components. Moreover, the same chip is integrated
in another shortlisted candidate model: the WarpSpace GPS receiver, which could
be considered as a preliminary test option, prior to the final integration of the Venus
838FLPx inside the satellites’ board.

ii) Our Figure of Merit table does not only provide us with an optimal option, but also
highlights the four best candidates (those scoring above 50) which are virtually fit for
our satellite. This may be very helpful to find an alternative in case we encounter
unexpected events, such as quality issues, bureaucratic or shipping setbacks, etc.
Besides, in this research we have come up to establish contact with the major com-
panies specialized in GNSS receivers for small satellites and we have ranked them
according to our needs, which gives us the possibility to refresh our model follow-
ing the market development with new receiver models or updated versions of the
existing ones.

iii) Apart from checking the suitability of the decision matrix approach to our problem,
we have checked its flexibility when relaxing a specific variable threshold or adding
an additional variable (see section 5.8.). Furthermore, it is important to point out that
this approach can be exported to any type of satellite component, simply by chang-
ing or adding new entries associated to the new required variable to consider, or in
some circumstances, by merely changing the weights associated to each variable.
Of course, the method is applicable both to small and standard-size satellites.
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6.2. Lines of Future Work and Development

The present work is integrated in a more comprehensive project, aimed to the design
and construction of the femtosatellite AtmoSwarm. The expertise achieved here may be
applied to different aspects of the development of this project. For instance:

i) The decision matrix developed may be extended in the future, including the new
GNSS devices, which will certainly appear in the blooming sector of space electron-
ics. It is expected to speed significantly future decision process.

ii) The method described will be exported and applied to the choice of alternative com-
ponents related to the development of our femtosatellite, such as accelerometers
and microprocessors.

iii) There is an intention to automatize this selection method via coding, which would
standardise the procedures for any type of decision and it would save time when
adding more data or modifying existing one.
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APPENDIX A. TERRESTRIAL-USE GNSS
RECEIVERS

A2235H - MAESTRO WIRELESS SOLUTIONS

Featuring (25):

- SMT-based integrated GPS antenna mod-
ule: low assembly cost

- 17.8 mm × 16.5 mm × 7.1 mm

- 21 mA average tracking: low power con-
sumption

- −163 dBm Tracking Sensitivity: tracking in
difficult environment)

- RF Switch: dual antenna support

- Mass: 4 g

- Price per unit: 17,51 e Figure A.1: A2235H GNSS Receiver (MAE-
STRO WIRELESS SOLUTIONS)

EM-506 – GlobalSat

Featuring (26):

- 48-Channel Receiver

- Sensitivity: –163 dBm

- Position Accuracy: 2.5 m

- TTFF Hot Start: 1 s

- 45-55mA at 4.5-6.5 V

- 30 mm × 30 mm × 10.7 mm

- Mass: 16 g, including cable

- Price per unit: 39,95 $
Figure A.2: EM-506 GNSS Receiver (GlobalSat)
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LS20031 – LOCOSYS

Featuring (27):

- MediaTek MT3339 solution

- 5 Hz output

- 57600 bps TTL serial interface

- 3.3 V at 41 mA

- 66 Channel GPS

- Update rate: up tp to 10 Hz

- Capable of SBAS (WAAS, EGNOS, MSAS)

- Built-in micro battery to preserve system data
for rapid satellite acquisition

- LED indicator for fix or no fix

- Price per unit: 69,95 e
Figure A.3: LS20031 GNSS Receiver (SPARK-
FUN)



APPENDIX B. GNSS DATASHEETS
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GNSS200 
GNSS Receiver 

The GNSS200 Global 

Navigation Satellite System 

(GNSS) receiver is a low mass, 

low power GNSS receiver for 

use in (small) satellites. It is 

designed specifically for use in 

CubeSat platforms, and it can 

also be used in conjunction 

with the iADCS-series of 

attitude determination and 

control systems as well as the 

iACS series of attitude control 

systems. 
It offers a multi-constellation output, and 

the standard version is delivered with a 

TTL UART output. It is designed to work 

either with active or passive antennas (to 

be defined at the time of ordering) and 

outputs NMEA compatible data as 

standard output. 

It is possible to qualify the units for use in 

larger satellites as well, please contact 

Hyperion in case this is of interest. 

 

• Multi-constellation receiver 

• Active or passive antenna compatible 

• Tracking rate: 20 Hz 

• Time to first fix: < 90 s 

• TTL UART interface 

• In-orbit position accuracy: < 8 m 

• Low mass: 3 g 

• Low power: < 150 mW peak 

• Module dimensions: 20 x 15 x 3 mm 

  

HIGHLIGHTS 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flight heritage since 2018  
 



  

 

1 Using active antenna 
2 Using passive antenna 
3 To be confirmed 

 

 

Performance 

Update Rate > 10 Hz 

Time-to-first-fix (TTFF) <901, <1202 s 

Position Accuracy < 83 m 

Velocity Accuracy <TBD> m/s 

   

Dimensions 

Outer dimensions 20 x 14.5 x 3.1 mm 

Mass 3 g 

   

Environmental 

Operating temperature - 40 to + 85 °C 

Radiation tolerance > 36 krad (Si) 

   

Communication interface 

TTL UART Baud Rate 9600 bps 

   

Electrical specifications 

 Min. Typ. Max.  

Supply voltage 3.25 3.3 3.5 V 

   

Power consumption 

 Min. Typ. Max.  

Acquisition / Tracking 148 157 165 mW 

     

SPECIFICATIONS 

MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS (IN MM) 

V2.1 

For pricing, delivery, configuration and ordering information please contact us 

at sales@hyperion.space or call us at +31(0)15-5160905 
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Venus838FLPx GPS Receiver 
  

For CubeSat Application 

 
Data Sheet 

 
 

 
10mmx 10mm 

 

 
 

 

 
Venus838FLPx-L / Venus838FLPx-D 
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FEATURES 
 Customized firmware for CubeSat application 

 Maximum velocity 10Km/sec+ 

 -148dBm cold start sensitivity 

 -165dBm tracking sensitivity 

 29 second cold start TTFF 

 1 second hot start 

 2.5m accuracy 

 110mW full power navigation 

 Works directly with active or passive antenna 

 Complete receiver in 10mm x 10mm x 1.3mm size 

 Contains LNA, SAW Filter, TCXO, RTC Xtal, LDO 

 Pb-free RoHS compliant 

 
 
 

 
The Venus838FLPx-SPC is a high performance, low cost, 
single chip GPS receiver targeting CubeSat, small 
satellite, and micro satellite space applications. It offers 
very low power consumption, high sensitivity, and best in 
class signal acquisition and time-to-first-fix performance.  

 
Venus838FLPx-SPC contains the necessary components 
of a complete GPS receiver, including GPS RF front-end, 
GPS baseband signal processor, 0.5ppm TCXO, 
32.768kHz RTC crystal, RTC LDO regulator, and passive 
components. It takes up only 100mm2 PCB footprint.  

 
Dedicated massive-correlator signal parameter search 
engine within the baseband enables rapid search of all the 
available satellites and acquisition of weak signal. An 
advanced track engine allows weak signal tracking and 
positioning in harsh environments. 

 
Venus838FLPx-SPC is low cost, easy to use, minimizes 
RF layout design issues.. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Product Series Product Description 

Venus838FLPx-L Flash version GPS receiver (internal 1.2V LDO version) 

Suitable for lower cost application using internal 1.2V supply 

Venus838FLPx-D Flash version GPS receiver (external 1.2V version) 

Suitable for lower power application using external 1.2V supply 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 
Receiver Type   L1 C/A code 

GPS QZSS  
167 channel Venus 8 engine 
 

Accuracy    Position 2.5m CEP 
     Velocity 0.1m/sec 
     Timing 10ns 
 
Open Sky TTFF   29 second cold start 

1 second hot start 
 
Reacquisition   < 1s  

 
Sensitivity    -165dBm tracking 
     -148dBm cold start 
 
Update Rate   1 / 2 / 4 / 5 / 8 / 10 / 20 / 25 / 40 / 50 Hz (default 1Hz) 
 
Dynamics    4G 
 
Operational Limits  Velocity 10Km/s+ 
 
Datum    Default WGS-84 
 
Interface    UART LVTTL level 
 
Baud Rate    4800 / 9600 / 38400 / 115200  
 
Protocol    NMEA-0183 V3.01, GGA, GLL, GSA, GSV, RMC, VTG, ZDA 
     SkyTraq Binary 
 
Main Supply Voltage  2.8V ~ 3.6V    (Venus838FLPx-L) 
     2.8V ~ 3.6V, 1.08V ~ 1.32V  (Venus838FLPx-D) 
 
Backup Voltage   2.5V ~ 3.6V 
 
Current Consumption (3.3V) 

 Acquisition Tracking 
Number of Search Engine 2  4 6* 8  

Venus838FLPx-L 39mA 45mA 51mA 59mA 33mA 
Venus838FLPx-D** 20mA 23mA 26mA 30mA 16mA 

* default 6 search engine used 
** 90% efficiency 3.3V-to-1.2V switch-mode regulator is used 

 
Operating Temperature  -40 ~ +85 deg-C  
 
Storage Temperature  -40 ~ +125 deg-C  
 
Package    LGA69 10mm x 10mm x 1.3mm, 0.8mm pitch 
 
Weight    0.3g 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure-1 GPS Receiver based on Venus838FLPx 
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Venus838FLPx PIN-OUT DIAGRAM  
 
 

 
 

Figure-2 Venus838FLPx Pin-Out Diagram 
 

 
Venus838FLPx PIN DEFINITION 
 
 
Pin Number Signal Name Type Description

1 RSTN Input Active LOW reset input, 3.3V LVTTL 
2 VCC33I Power Input Main voltage supply input, 2.8V ~ 3.6V 
3 GPIO1 / RXD1 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Or receive input of the asynchronous UART port 
Default not used 

4 GPIO25 / M_MISO Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master input 
Default not used 

5 GPIO24 / M_SCK Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master clock 
Default not used 

6 GPIO26 / M_MOSI Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master output 
Default not used 

7 LED / GPIO0 Bidir Navigation status indicator (default) 
Or General purpose I/O. 3.3V LVTTL 

8 GPIO2 / TXD1 Bidir General purpose I/O pin. 3.3V LVTTL 
Or transmit output of the asynchronous UART port 
Default not used 
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9 BOOT_SEL Bidir Boot mode selection. Pull-high or pull-low  
1: execute from internal Flash 
0: execute from internal ROM 
This is opposite of Venus638FLPx 

10 GND Power System ground 
11 GND Power System ground 
12 GPIO7 / P1PPS2 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Second P1PPS output 
Default unused 

13 GPIO6 / M_CSN2 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master chip select #2 
Default not used 

14 GPIO5 / SDA Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or I2C serial data 
Default not used 

15 GND Power System ground 
16 GPIO23 / M_CSN0 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Or SPI master chip select #0 
Default not used 

17 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
18 VBAT Power Input Supply voltage for internal RTC and backup SRAM, 2.5V ~ 3.6V. 

VBAT should be powered by non-volatile supply voltage to have 
optimal performance. Maximum VBAT current draw when VCC33I 
is removed is 35uA. If VBAT is connected to VCC33I, powered off 
as VCC33I power is removed, then it’ll cold start every time. For 
applications that do not care lesser performance cold starting 
every time, this pin can be connected to VCC33I. Must not be left 
unconnected. 

19 GND Power System ground 
20 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
21 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
22 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
23 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
24 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
25 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
26 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
27 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
28 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
29 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
30 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
31 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
32 RFIN Input GPS signal input, connect to GPS antenna. 
33 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
34 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
35 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
36 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
37 GPIO4 / SCL Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Or I2C SCL clock 
Default not used 

38 GPIO30 / MS_MOSI Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master/slave data output 
Default not used 

39 GPIO31 / MS_MISO Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master/slave data input 
Default not used 

40 P1PPS / GPIO3 bidir 1 pulse per second output. Active after position fix; goes HIGH for 
about 800usec at 1Hz, 3.3V LVTTL (default) 
Or general purpose I/O pin 

41 GPIO29 / MS_SCK Output General purpose output pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master/slave clock 
Default not used 

42 RXD0 Input Received input of the asynchronous UART port. Used to input 
binary command to the GPS receiver. 3.3V LVTTL 

43 GPIO28 / MS_CSN Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master/slave chip select 
Default not used 
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44 TXD0 Output Transmit output of the asynchronous UART port. Used to output 

standard NMEA-0183 sentence or response to input binary 
command. 3.3V LVTTL 

45 GPIO14 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Default not used 

46 GPIO22 / M_CSN1 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or SPI master chip select #1 
Default not used 

47 GPIO9 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Default not used 

48 GPIO16 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Default not used 

49 GND  System ground 
50 GPIO13 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Default not used 
51 GPIO8 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Default not used 
52 GPIO27 Input General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Default not used 
53 GPIO15 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Default not used 
54 GPIO20 / PWM0 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Or PWM output #0 
Default not used 

55 GPIO12 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Default not used 

56 NC / V12  NC pin for Venus838FLPx-L  
1.2V supply input pin for Venus838FLPx-D 

57 GPIO21 / PWM1 Output General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 
Or PWM output #1 
Default not used 

58 VCC33I Power Input Main voltage supply input, 2.8V ~ 3.6V 
59 GPIO10 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Default not used 
60 GND Power System ground 
61 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
62 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 
63 GPIO11 Bidir General purpose I/O pin, 3.3V LVTTL 

Default not used 
64 GND Power System ground 
65 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 

66,67,68 NC  Not connected, empty pin 
69 GND_RF Power RF section system ground 

 
When using Venus838FLPx-L to replace Venus634FLPx, pin-45 ~ pin-69 can all be left unconnected. 
When using Venus838FLPx-D, 1.2V need to be supplied at pin-56 
The NC pins are to be left unconnected. 
 
 
 
 

DC CHARACTERISTICS OF DIGITAL INTERFACE  
 
Below is when VCC3I is at nominally 3.3V 

Parameter Min. Typ. Max. Units
Input Low Voltage   0.8 Volt 
Input High Voltage 2.0   Volt 
Output Low Voltage, Iol = 4 ~ 7.8mA   0.4 Volt 
Output High Voltage, Ioh = 4.6 ~ 15.4mA 2.4   Volt 
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MECHANICAL DIMENSION  

    

 
 
RECOMMENDED PCB FOOTPRINT  

 

 

Figure-3 Recommended PCB Footprint.  
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RECOMMENDED REFLOW PROFILE  
 
 

 

Temperature (℃) 25 82.5 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 225 250 250 215 185 155 125 95 65 35

Time(minute) 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5 8 8.5 9 

 

Profile Description SnPb Eutectic Process Lead Free Process   

Preheat 

Maximum Temperature 100+/-10 ℃ 140+/-10 ℃ 

Time(ΔT) 40~60s 50~70s 

Ramp-Up 

Ramp-Up Rate 1 ℃/s Max. 1 ℃/s Max. 

Time(ΔT) 120~150s 160~200s 

Reflow 

Maximum Temperature Peak Temp. Peak Temp. 

Minimum Temperature 180+/-5℃ 200+/-10℃ 

Peak Temperature 220+/-2℃ 250+/-2℃ 

Time(ΔT) during Peak 

Temp.+/-2℃ 

10~30s 20~40s 

Reflow Time(ΔT) 120~150s 120~150s 

Cooling 

Cooling Rate 1.5 ℃/s Max 1.5 ℃/s Max 

Time(ΔT) 60~120s 150~180s 
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VENUS838FLPx-L APPLICATION CIRCUIT 
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VENUS838FLPx-D APPLICATION CIRCUIT 
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APPLICATION CIRCUIT INTERFACE SIGNALS 
 
STS:     Signal to indicate GPS position status, 3.3V LVTTL. 

Active low for no-fix, toggle every second after position fix. 
 
P1PPS:    1 pulse per second time-mark (3.3V LVTTL) 
 
RSTN:    Active low reset input 
 
VCC33:    3.3V power input 
 
RXD0:     UART input (3.3V LVTTL) 
 
TXD0:    UART output (3.3V LVTTL) 
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APPLICATION INFORMATION 
 
1. For fast-rising power supply, a simple series R/C reset delay to pin-1, RSTN, as indicated in the application circuit is suitable. 

For system having slow-rising power supply, a reset IC providing 2~5ms reset duration may be necessary. 
 

2. The RF input of Venus838FLPx is already matched to 50-ohm. Passive antenna matched to 50-ohm can be directly applied. 
 
3. For using Venus838FLPx with active antenna, one with gain in range of 10~30dB and noise figure < 2dB can be used. Power 

to the active antenna needs to be applied externally. 
 
4. Pin-18 VBAT supplies backup power to the real-time clock and backup SRAM for fast startup. For portable applications 

where there is battery with voltage in range of 2.5V ~ 3.6V as the main source, the VBAT pin can be directly connected to it. 
If VBAT is connected to main power as pin-2, no supply voltage as Venus838FLPx is powered off, then it’ll cold start every 
time and GPS performance will not be optimal. 

 
5. Like BGA device, the Venus838FLPx is moisture sensitive. It needs to be handled with care to void damage from moisture 

absorption and SMT re-flow. The device should be baked for 24 hours at 125-degC before mounting for SMT re-flow if it has 
been removed from the protective seal for more than 48*1hours. 

 

6. If hot plug/remove power and UART serial interface, add at least 1K-ohm series resistor to pin-42 RXD0 and pin-44 TXD0 to 
improve ESD protection. 

 

7. The supported SPI Flash memory verified for data logging application are: 
 

Manufacturer    Device ID  Size  
EON            EN25F040      4Mbit 
EON            EN25F080      8Mbit 
MXIC           MX25L400      4Mbit 
MXIC           MX25L800      8Mbit 
MXIC           MX25L1605     16Mbit 
MXIC           MX25L3205     32Mbit 
MXIC           MX25L6405     64Mbit 
WINBOND     W25X40         4Mbit 
WINBOND     W25X80         8Mbit 
WINBOND     W25X16         16Mbit 
WINBOND     W25X32         32Mbit 
WINBOND     W25X64         64Mbit 
SST            SST25LF040     4Mbit 
SST            SST25LF080     8Mbit 
SST            SST25VF016     16Mbit 
SST            SST 25VF032     32Mbit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*1: Actual will be longer, moisture sensitivity level still undergoing verification. 
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SLEEP MODE  
 

For application requiring sleep mode, it can be implemented using regulator with enable control as below figure 

shows. To put Venus838FLPx to sleep, the power to Venus838FLPx is cut off by disabling the regulator via host 

processor GPIO pin. In sleep mode, VBAT consume less than 40uA. Fast start up operation is provided by keeping 

supply voltage to VBAT constant, retaining the internal data and keep RTC running while Venus838FLPx is put to 

sleep or when supply 3.3V power is removed. 
 
 

 
 

 

For applications needing sleep mode but cannot have extra cost of adding a rechargeable backup supply battery, it 

can be implemented as below figure shows. It will provide fast start up when Venus838FLPx is put to sleep and 

awakened, but will cold start every time when the 3.3V supply voltage is removed and re-applied again. 
 

 
 
 

When using sleep mode, add 10K ~ 20K series resistor on pin-42 RXD0 to reduce leakage current.  
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PACKAGE 
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NMEA MESSAGES 
 

The full descriptions of supported NMEA messages are provided at the following paragraphs. 

 

GGA - Global Positioning System Fix Data 

Time, position and fix related data for a GPS receiver.  

 

Structure: 

$GPGGA,hhmmss.ssssss,ddmm.mmmm,a,dddmm.mmmm,a,x,xx,x.x,x.x,M,,,,xxxx*hh<CR><LF> 

1                               2              3                    4             5  6   7     8     9                 10    11   

 

Example:  

$GPGGA,111636.998665,2447.0949,N,12100.5223,E,1,11,0.8,118.2,M,,,,0000*37<CR><LF> 

 

Field Name Example Description 

1 UTC Time 111636.99866

5 

UTC of position in hhmmss.ssssss format, (000000.000 ~ 

235959.999999) 

2 Latitude 2447.0949 Latitude in ddmm.mmmm format 

Leading zeros transmitted 

3 N/S Indicator N Latitude hemisphere indicator, ‘N’ = North, ‘S’ = South 

4 Longitude 12100.5223 Longitude in dddmm.mmmm format 

Leading zeros transmitted 

5 E/W Indicator E Longitude hemisphere indicator, 'E' = East, 'W' = West 

6 GPS quality 

indicator 

 

1 GPS quality indicator 

0: position fix unavailable 

1: valid position fix, SPS mode  

2: valid position fix, differential GPS mode 

3: GPS PPS Mode, fix valid 

4: Real Time Kinematic. System used in RTK mode with fixed integers

5: Float RTK. Satellite system used in RTK mode. Floating integers 

6: Estimated (dead reckoning) Mode 

7: Manual Input Mode 

8: Simulator Mode 

7 Satellites Used 11 Number of satellites in use, (00 ~ 20) 

8 HDOP 0.8 Horizontal dilution of precision, (0.0 ~ 99.9) 

9 Altitude 108.2 mean sea level (geoid), (-9999.9 ~ 17999.9) 

10 DGPS Station ID 0000 Differential reference station ID, 0000 ~ 1023 

NULL when DGPS not used 
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11 Checksum 37  
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GLL – Latitude/Longitude 

Latitude and longitude of current position, time, and status. 
 

Structure: 

$GPGLL,ddmm.mmmm,a,dddmm.mmmm,a,hhmmss.ssssss,A,a*hh<CR><LF> 

              1                  2              3                  4                5                 6   7    8 
 

Example:  
$GPGLL,2447.0949,N,12100.5223,E,111636.998665,A,A*63<CR><LF> 
 

Field Name Example Description 

1 Latitude 2447.0949 Latitude in ddmm.mmmm format 

Leading zeros transmitted 

2 N/S Indicator N Latitude hemisphere indicator 

‘N’ = North 

‘S’ = South 

3 Longitude 12100.5223 Longitude in dddmm.mmmm format 

Leading zeros transmitted 

4 E/W Indicator E Longitude hemisphere indicator 

'E' = East 

'W' = West 

5 UTC Time 111636.99866

5 

UTC time in hhmmss.sss format (000000.000000 ~ 

235959.999999) 

6 Status A Status, ‘A’ = Data valid, ‘V’ = Data not valid 

7 Mode Indicator A Mode indicator 

‘N’ = Data not valid 

‘A’ = Autonomous mode 

‘D’ = Differential mode 

‘E’ = Estimated (dead reckoning) mode 

‘M’ = Manual input mode 

‘S’ = Simulator mode 

8 Checksum 63  
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GSA – GNSS DOP and Active Satellites 

GPS receiver operating mode, satellites used in the navigation solution reported by the GGA or GNS sentence and 

DOP values. 

 

 

Structure: 

$GPGSA,A,x,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,xx,x.x,x.x,x.x*hh<CR><LF> 

1  2  3   3   3   3   3   3   3   3   3   3   3   3   4    5    6     7 

 

Example:  

$GPGSA,A,3,05,12,21,22,30,09,18,06,14,01,31,,1.2,0.8,0.9*36<CR><LF> 
                     

Field Name Example Description 

1 Mode A Mode  

‘M’ = Manual, forced to operate in 2D or 3D mode 

‘A’ = Automatic, allowed to automatically switch 2D/3D 

2 Mode 3 Fix type 

1 = Fix not available 

2 = 2D  

3 = 3D 

3 Satellite used 1~12 05,12,21,22,3

0,09,18,06,14,

01,31,, 

Satellite ID number, 01 to 32, of satellite used in solution, 

up to 12 transmitted 

4 PDOP 1.2 Position dilution of precision (0.0 to 99.9) 

5 HDOP 0.8 Horizontal dilution of precision (0.0 to 99.9) 

6 VDOP 0.9 Vertical dilution of precision (0.0 to 99.9) 

7 Checksum 36  
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GSV – GNSS Satellites in View 

Number of satellites (SV) in view, satellite ID numbers, elevation, azimuth, and SNR value. Four satellites 

maximum per transmission.  

 

Structure: 

$GPGSV,x,x,xx,xx,xx,xxx,xx,…,xx,xx,xxx,xx *hh<CR><LF> 

        1  2  3   4   5    6    7       4   5    6    7    8 

 

Example:  

$GPGSV,3,1,12,05,54,069,45,12,44,061,44,21,07,184,46,22,78,289,47*72<CR><LF> 

$GPGSV,3,2,12,30,65,118,45,09,12,047,37,18,62,157,47,06,08,144,45*7C<CR><LF> 

$GPGSV,3,3,12,14,39,330,42,01,06,299,38,31,30,256,44,32,36,320,47*7B<CR><LF> 
 

Field Name Example Description 

1 Number of message 3 Total number of GSV messages to be transmitted (1-5) 

2 Sequence number 1 Sequence number of current GSV message 

3 Satellites in view 12 Total number of satellites in view (00 ~ 20) 

4 Satellite ID 05 Satellite ID number, GPS: 01 ~ 32, SBAS: 33 ~ 64 (33 = 

PRN120) 

5 Elevation 54 Satellite elevation in degrees, (00 ~ 90) 

6 Azimuth 069 Satellite azimuth angle in degrees, (000 ~ 359 ) 

7 SNR 45 C/No in dB (00 ~ 99) 

Null when not tracking 

8 Checksum 72  
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RMC – Recommended Minimum Specific GNSS Data 

Time, date, position, course and speed data provided by a GNSS navigation receiver. 

 

Structure: 

$GPRMC,hhmmss.ssssss,A,dddmm.mmmm,a,dddmm.mmmm,a,x.x,x.x,ddmmyy,,,a*hh<CR><LF> 

                1                 2                   3              4                5                 6   7      8         9             10  11 

Example:  

$GPRMC,111636.998665,A,2447.0949,N,12100.5223,E,0.000,000.0,130712,,,A*52<CR><LF> 
 

Field Name Example Description 

1 UTC time 0111636.9986

65 

UTC time in hhmmss.ssssss format (000000.000000 ~ 

235959.999999) 

2 Status A Status 

‘V’ = Navigation receiver warning 

‘A’ = Data Valid 

3 Latitude 2447.0949 Latitude in dddmm.mmmm format 

Leading zeros transmitted 

4 N/S indicator N Latitude hemisphere indicator 

‘N’ = North 

‘S’ = South 

5 Longitude 12100.5223 Longitude in dddmm.mmmm format 

Leading zeros transmitted 

6 E/W Indicator E Longitude hemisphere indicator 

'E' = East 

'W' = West 

7 Speed over ground 0.000 Speed over ground in knots (000.000 ~ 19438.445) 

8 Course over ground 000.0 Course over ground in degrees (000.0 ~ 359.9) 

9 UTC Date 130712 UTC date of position fix, ddmmyy format 

10 Mode indicator A Mode indicator 

‘N’ = Data not valid 

‘A’ = Autonomous mode 

‘D’ = Differential mode 

‘E’ = Estimated (dead reckoning) mode 

‘M’ = Manual input mode 

‘S’ = Simulator mode 

11 checksum 52  
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VTG – Course Over Ground and Ground Speed 

The Actual course and speed relative to the ground. 

 

Structure: 

GPVTG,x.x,T,,M,x.x,N,x.x,K,a*hh<CR><LF> 

               1                2         3        4    5    

 

Example:  

$GPVTG,000.0,T,,M,0.000,N,0.000,K,A*0D<CR><LF> 
 

Field Name Example Description 

1 Course 000.0 True course over ground in degrees (000.0 ~ 359.9) 

2 Speed 0.000 Speed over ground in knots (000.000 ~ 19438.445) 

3 Speed 0.000 Speed over ground in kilometers per hour (0000.000 ~ 

36000.000) 

4 Mode A Mode indicator 

‘N’ = not valid 

‘A’ = Autonomous mode 

‘D’ = Differential mode 

‘E’ = Estimated (dead reckoning) mode 

‘M’ = Manual input mode 

‘S’ = Simulator mode 

5 Checksum 0D  
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ZDA – Time & Date 

UTC, day, month, year and local time zone. 

 

Structure: 

$GPZDA,hhmmss.ssssss,xx,xx,xxxx,xx,xx*hh<CR><LF> 

              1                      2    3      4      5     6    7 

Example:  

$GPZDA,111636.998665,13,07,2012,00,00*6D<CR><LF> 
 

Field Name Example Description 

1 UTC time 111636.99866

5 

UTC time in hhmmss.sss format (000000.000000 ~ 

235959.999999) 

2 Day 13 Day, 01 to 31 

3 Month 07 Month, 01 to 12 

4 Year 2012 Year in yyyy format 

5 Local zone hours 00 Local zone hours, 00 to +/- 13 hrs 

6 Local zone minutes 00 Local zone minutes, 00 to +59 

7 checksum 6D  
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
 

Part Number Description 

Venus838FLPx-L-SPC Flash version GPS receiver (internal 1.2V LDO version) 

Venus838FLPx-L with customized firmware for CubsSat application 

Venus838FLPx-D-SPC Flash version GPS receiver (external 1.2V version) 

Venus838FLPx-D with customized firmware for CubeSat application 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SkyTraq Technology, Inc. 
4F, No.26, Minsiang Street, Hsinchu, Taiwan, 300 
Phone:  +886 3 5678650 
Fax:  +886 3 5678680 
Email: info@skytraq.com.tw  
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Change Log 
 
Version 4, October 8, 2019 
 
1. Updated NMEA speed related fields 
 
 
Version 3, November 22, 2018 
 
1. Increased max velocity to 10Km/sec+ 
 
 
Version 2, April 19, 2018 
 
1. Lowered max velocity to 7.8Km/sec+ 

 
 

Version 1, October 5, 2017 
 
1. Initial release 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

The Phoenix GPS receiver is a 12-channel 
single-frequency receiver specifically designed 
for high-dynamics and space applications. The 
receiver is based on Zarlink’s advanced 
GP4020 baseband processor, which results in 
a small size and low power consumption. In 
combination with DLR’s proprietary firmware, 
the receiver offers precision measurements for 
advanced navigation applications as well as 
robust tracking even under extreme dynamics. 
Three specific receiver versions (Phoenix-S/-
XNS and Phoenix-HD) are offered to optimally 
support both orbital and ballistic missions.  

Recommended applications of the Phoenix 
GPS receiver in low-Earth orbit (LEO) include 
real-time navigation, onboard time-
synchronization, precise-orbit determination 
and spacecraft formation flying. On sounding 
rockets or launch vehicles the receiver pro-
vides navigation and timing information for 
range-safety operations, flight performance 
monitoring and experiment execution.  

Dedicated qualifications tests have demon-
strated that the Phoenix GPS receiver tolerates 
the environmental conditions (thermal-vacuum, 
vibration, ionizing radiation) encountered in 
representative space missions despite the 
exclusive use of commercial-off-the-shelf 
(COTS) electronics components.  

 
 
The high performance and minimal resource 
requirements make the Phoenix receiver an 
ideal candidate for innovative space missions 
with tight budgets and limited quality assur-
ance requirements. 
Phoenix-S and -XNS receivers for nano- and 
micro-satellites have been selected by various 
universities and space agencies. Among oth-
ers, they will provide precision relative naviga-
tion for an upcoming formation flying mission.  
The Phoenix-HD receiver constitutes the pri-
mary tracking system for future sounding 
rocket missions within the European micro-
gravity program and the German national 
space program.  

 

Phoenix 
Spaceborne GPS Receiver 
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Phoenix Receiver Versions 

Customers can select among various versions 
of the Phoenix receiver to cover a wide range of 
mission applications:  

The basic Phoenix-S receiver is optimized for 
use on LEO satellites. It offers a built-in orbit 
propagator to aid the initial acquisition and to 
allow a short time-to-first-fix. Low-noise code 
and carrier phase measurements are achieved 
through carefully optimized tracking loops. Full 
cycle integer ambiguities enable precision rela-
tive navigation in carrier phase differential GPS 
applications. 

The Phoenix-XNS extends the functionality of 
the basic receiver version by a built-in naviga-
tion filter for LEO satellites. It offers a dynami-
cally smoothed and continuous navigation solu-
tion even in case of limited GPS satellite visibil-
ity. The measurement processing inside the 
Phoenix-XNS provides a rigorous elimination of 
ionospheric path delays and enables a real-
time navigation accuracy meeting the require-
ments of advanced remote sensing satellites.  

The Phoenix-HD receiver is specifically 
adapted to the needs of high-dynamics plat-
forms such as sounding rockets, launch vehi-
cles and re-entry capsules. It employs a spe-
cially designed tracking loop tolerating extreme 
accelerations and jerk. Ballistic trajectory poly-
nomials can be loaded to support a rapid re-
acquisition in case of temporary signal losses. 
Furthermore, instantaneous-impact-point pre-
dictions are performed inside the receiver to 
support range-safety monitoring at the launch 
site.  

Technical Data 

Unless otherwise noted, the following data ap-
ply for the Phoenix-S, -XNS, and -HD receiver 
versions. 

Tracking 
• 12 correlator channels for GPS L1 C/A-code  
• 3rd order PLL with FLL assist 
• Signal dynamics up to 2 G / 15 G (-S/-HD) 
• Acquisition threshold 35 dB-Hz 
• Warm/cold start TTFF of 1/15 min 

Measurements 
• Low noise L1 C/A code and carrier phase  

(Phoenix-S: 0.4 m and 0.5 mm at 45 dB-Hz) 
• Range rate from Doppler and carrier phase  

(Phoenix-S: 8 cm/s and 2 cm/s) 
• Smoothed pseudo-range (0.1 m) 
• Carrier-to-Noise density 

Navigation 
• Single-point solution (pos 10 m, vel 0.1 m/s) 
• Filtered solution (1-2 m; -XNS only) 
• Update rates of 1 Hz (-S/-XNS) to 5 Hz (-HD) 

Input/Output 
• Two serial ports (LVTTL, 9.6-57.6 kbaud) 
• ASCII protocol (WinMon, NMEA) 
• 1PPS signal (LVTTL, 0.5 μs) 
• Discrete input line (lift-off-signal) 
• Programming pin 

Physical  
• Dimension 70 x 47 x 15 mm 
• Mass 20 g 
• Power 0.85 W 

Environmental  
• Operating temperature -20°C to +50°C 
• Storage temperature -30°C to +70°C 
• Total ionization dose >10 krad 

Accessories 
Available accessories for the Phoenix GPS 
receiver include  

• a Win-XP console program, 
• a light weight low-noise amplifier, 
• passive patch, helix and blade antennas, 
• an evaluation kit with housing and interface 

board for ground testing.  

 

 

Further Information  
Contact 
Markus Markgraf 
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. 
German Space Operations Center 
Oberpfaffenhofen 
82230 Wessling, Germany 

Phone:  +49 (8153) 28-3513 
e-mail: markus.markgraf@dlr.de 

Disclaimer 
All information given in this data sheet is preliminary 
and subject to change without notice. Delivery of 
unrestricted Phoenix receivers is subject to authori-
zation by the German Bundesamt für Wirtschaft und 
Ausfuhrkontrolle (BAFA). 



The SGR-Ligo is SSTL’s miniaturised Space GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System) 
Receiver that supports the Cubesat PC-104 standard.  The SGR-Ligo is low mass, low 
power and delivers position, velocity and time to Low Earth orbit satellites. It uses radiation 
tolerant core components; supports dual antennas and supporting 24+ channels capable of 
tracking GPS L1 signals, with options for GLONASS G1 and Galileo E1 signals.   

The SGR-Ligo supports multiple interface standards including UART, CAN and I2C, and 
can be powered from either 3V3 or 5V spacecraft buses.  The SGR-Ligo also supports the 
use of passive antennas for even lower power requirements. 

Space GNSS Receiver
SGR-Ligo

CHANGING THE ECONOMICS OF SPACE

 Position, Velocity, Time 

Determination for LEO Missions

 Cubesat PC-104 standard 

footprint

 Reduced power requirements

 COTS-based design

BENEFITS
 Supports 3V3 or 5V power

 1 to 2 active or passive antennas

 Passive antenna support

 24 L1/G1/E1 channels

 Fast Time to First Fix

 Multi GNSS options

FEATURES



W: sstl.co.uk

E: info@sstl.co.uk 

T: +44 (0)1483 803803

Interface configuration for SGR-Ligo

Physical Characteristics

Dimensions  (mm) 92 x 87 x 12

Power at 5V <0.5W 

Mass 90 g

Radiation >5 kRad (Si) (core components 
tested to 10krads)

Temperature -20°C to +50 °C operating
-30°C to +85 °C non-

operating

Performance Properties

Number of 
channels

24

Number of 
antennas

1-2

Frequencies & 
signals

GPS L1 C/A Code
GLONASS G1 (option)
Galileo E1 (option)

PPS outputs TTL

SEE mitigation Yes (SEE & SEL)
Fault-tolerant processor
EDAC protected memories

Typical position* 5 m

Typical velocity * 10 cm/s

TTFF (NVRAM)* <90 s

Time (UTC)* 100 ns

TM/TC interface(s) TTL UART, CAN, I2C

Optional: Lower 
power mode

12 channel operation <0.4W 
at 3V3

SSTL designs, manufactures and operates high 
performance  satellites, subsystems and ground 
systems for space agencies,  international 
governments, and commercial customers worldwide.  
Our satellite platforms are designed to fly remote 
sensing,  navigation and communication payloads in 
LEO, MEO and GEO  orbits and beyond. Our 
innovative approach to low cost  spacecraft 
engineering is changing the economics of space.

Typical application

SGR-Ligo

3V3 or 5V
PPS
TTL UART,
CAN or I2C

Dual Antenna 
support

*Under defined 680km polar orbit, Earth pointing conditions
Product specification may be subject to change without notification

Additional features/options:
 6 x selectable power supply pins
 Can be powered from switchable or permanent 3V3 or 5V
 Inhibit and reset lines
 3x selectable UART I/O pin pairs
 Configurable for separate LNA power input
 Supports up to 2 antennas for redundancy and extra visible 

mode
 Multiple CubeSat-ready antenna options (standard patch,   

recessed patch, quadrifilar)
 Interface board available for bench test
 Additional low power modes
 Avionics-integrated variant available

Space GNSS Receiver SGR-Ligo

Flight Heritage
 Due for launch on two CubeSats in 2019
 Derived from SGR-Axio and SGR-ReSI with 
extensive flight heritage

SSTL#0295011

SSTL is ISO9001/14001:2015 certified

All work overseen by ESA certified  
assembly staff

Standard delivery service includes:

• compliance testing

• vibration test

• thermal cycling

• user manual

• test results

• export license and shipping

• thermal vacuum testing available



Space GPS Receiver 
SGR-05P

BENEFITS

 Navigation for LEO Missions

 Position, Velocity, Time Determination

 Post-Manoeuvre Orbit Determination

 Accurate Timing and Synchronisation

 Payload Data Time Stamping

 OEM Suitable for Tight Integration on Professional Platforms

APPLICATIONS

The SGR-05P is a miniaturised single antenna space GPS receiver for 
providing position, velocity and time in an OEM configuration for the tightest 
integration requirements on professional small satellites. The SGR-05P 
comprises of the GPS receiver “engine” from within the SGR-07, and makes 
use of the host’s regulated power supply and TTL interfaces. The integrator 
must account for power, EMC, latch-up protection and shielding against 
radiation, but with the result of a highly compact solution.

Features

– 12 Channel L1 C/A Code Space 
GPS Receiver

– Flight Heritage

– Manufactured by ECSS trained staff

– Fast NVRAM-Aided Start-up 

– Low Mass and Power

– Active Patch Antenna Included

Interfaces
Power & Control
50 Ohm Antenna Interface (MCX)
Serial Data & CAN Bus Interface
Pulse-Per-Second

Typical Performance

– Position to 10m (95%)

– Velocity to 15cm/s (95%)

– Time to 200ns

– Typical Time to First Fix (TTFF) 90 -
180s

– 3.3V Regulated Supply, 1 W

– 105 x 65 x 12 mm, 60 g

SGR-05P GPS Space Receiver

Typical Mission Application: Host Module
Interfacing to SGR-05P

Antenna
& LNA

CAN/UART 
Data

RF Section

Digital Section

SGR-05P UART

Power Supply
3.3V power

Ctrl Lines
Other 

Functions

Host Module



GNSS L1 Patch Antenna

W: sstl.co.uk

E: info@sstl.co.uk 

T: +44 (0)1483 803803

Physical Characteristics

Dimensions  (mm) 105 x 65 x 12 mm

Power 1 W  (Regulated 3.3V)

Mass 55 g

Temperature -20°C to +50 °C operating
-30°C to +85 °C non-

operating

Random vibration  Tested to 15 Grms in all axes 
(within SGR-07)

Radiation Near identical SGR-GEO unit 
tested to > 11  kRad (Si)

Performance Properties

Number of channels 12

Number of 
antennas

1

Frequencies & 
signals

GPS L1 C/A Code

PPS outputs TTL

SEE mitigation Yes (SEE & SEL)
EDAC protected memories

Typical position* 10 m

Typical velocity * 15 cm/s

TTFF (NVRAM)* 90 s

Time (UTC)* 200 ns

TM/TC interface(s) TTL UART, TTL CAN

SSTL designs, manufactures and operates high 
performance  satellites, subsystems and ground 
systems for space agencies,  international 
governments, and commercial customers worldwide.  
Our satellite platforms are designed to fly remote 
sensing,  navigation and communication payloads in 
LEO, MEO and GEO  orbits and beyond. Our 
innovative approach to low cost  spacecraft 
engineering is changing the economics of space.

Space GPS Receiver – SGR-05P

*Under defined 680km polar orbit, Earth pointing conditions
Product specification may be subject to change without notification

Radiation: Core components tested to TID 
greater than 10 kRads (Si). SEE mitigation 
from TMR memory and electronic fuse 
protection.

Antenna: Active patch antenna weighing 50g 
with 45x50x20mm dimensions

SSTL is ISO9001/14001:2015 certified

All work overseen by ESA certified 
assembly staff

Standard delivery service includes:

• compliance testing

• vibration test

• thermal cycling

• user manual

• test results

• export license and shipping

• thermal vacuum testing available

Non-Volatile Memory: Almanacs and 
Orbital Elements also stored in flash 
memory to enable fast Time to First Fix 
(TTFF)

Flight Software: Extensive flight heritage 

software used on many missions

User Interface: PC software provided for 

receiver monitoring, control and data processing

Flight Heritage: First flown in 2009 as part of 

SGR-07. In orbit on 9 satellites, with 8 further 
launches expected.

SSTL#0110810



Receivers OEM719TM

MULTI-FREQUENCY, BACKWARD 
COMPATIBLE GNSS RECEIVER 
INCLUDES ALL MODERN SIGNALS

HIGH PRECISION GNSS, BACKWARD COMPATIBLE SIZE

The multi-frequency OEM719 offers future ready precise positioning for space 
constrained applications. Advanced interference mitigation features maintain high 
performance in challenging environments. Form factor and pin compatible with 
NovAtel®'s popular OEM615™ and OEM617™ receivers, the OEM719 provides 
the most efficient way to bring powerful Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 
capable products to market quickly. With centimeter level positioning utilizing 
TerraStar® satellite-delivered correction services, the OEM719 ensures globally 
available, high performance positioning without the need for expensive network 
infrastructure. Anywhere. Anytime.

BUILT-IN FLEXIBILITY 

The OEM719 uses a 555 channel architecture and can be configured in multiple ways 
for maximum flexibility. NovAtel's OEM7® firmware provides users with the ability to 
configure the OEM719 for their unique application needs. The OEM719 is scalable 
to offer sub-meter to centimeter level positioning, and is field upgradeable to all 
OEM7 family software options. These options include ALIGN® for precise heading and 
relative positioning, GLIDE® for decimeter level pass-to-pass accuracy and SPAN® 
GNSS+INS for continuous 3D position, velocity and attitude. NovAtel CORRECT® with 
RTK delivers centimeter level real-time positioning, or go base-free for centimeter and 
decimeter PPP solutions using TerraStar corrections. 

To learn more about how our firmware solutions can enhance your positioning, please 
visit novatel.com/products/firmware-options.

DESIGNED WITH THE FUTURE IN MIND

The OEM719 is capable of tracking all current and upcoming GNSS constellations 
including GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS and NavIC. It is software upgradeable 
to track upcoming signals as they become available.

 + 555 channel, all-constellation, 
multi-frequency positioning 
solution

 + TerraStar correction services 
supported over multi-channel 
L-Band and IP connections

 + Advanced interference visualization 
and mitigation features

 + RTK, GLIDE and STEADYLINE® 
firmware options

 + Simple to integrate, small form 
factor with 20 g vibration 
performance rating

 + Compatible with existing OEM615 
and OEM617 integrations

 + SPAN GNSS+INS functionality

If you require more information about our 
receivers, visit novatel.com/oem7

FEATURES



PERFORMANCE1

Channel Count
555 Channels

Signal Tracking
GPS L1 C/A, L1C, L2C, L2P, L5
GLONASS2 L1 C/A, L2 C/A, L2P,  
 L3, L5
Galileo3 E1, E5 AltBOC, E5a, 
  E5b, E6
BeiDou B1I, B1C, B2I, B2a, B3I
QZSS L1 C/A, L1C, L2C, L5, L6
NavIC (IRNSS) L5
SBAS L1, L5
L-Band up to 5 channels

Horizontal Position Accuracy 
(RMS)
Single Point L1 1.5 m
Single Point L1/L2 1.2 m
SBAS4 60 cm
DGPS 40 cm
TerraStar-L™ 5  40 cm
TerraStar-C PRO™ 5 2.5 cm
TerraStar-X™ 5 2 cm
RTK 1 cm + 1 ppm

Initialization time < 10 s
Initialization reliability > 99.9% 

Maximum Data Rate
Measurements up to 100 Hz
Position up to 100 Hz

Time to First Fix
Cold start6 < 39 s (typical)
Hot start7 < 20 s (typical)

Signal Reacquisition
L1 < 0.5 s (typical)
L2 < 1.0 s (typical)

Time Accuracy8 20 ns RMS

Velocity Accuracy  
 < 0.03 m/s RMS

Velocity Limit9 515 m/s

1 Typical values. Performance specifications subject to GNSS system characteristics, Signal-In-Space (SIS) operational degradation, ionospheric and tropospheric conditions, 
satellite geometry, baseline length, multipath effects and the presence of intentional or unintentional interference sources.

2 Hardware ready for L3 and L5.
3 E1bc and E6bc support only. 
4 GPS only.
5 Requires a subscription to a TerraStar data service. Subscriptions available from NovAtel.
6 Typical value. No almanac or ephemerides and no approximate position or time.
7 Typical value. Almanac and recent ephemerides saved and approximate position and time entered.
8 Time accuracy does not include biases due to RF or antenna delay.
9 Export licensing restricts operation to a maximum of 515 meters per second, message output impacted above 500 m/s.
10 On the OEM719A , the MCX connector extends an additional 2.06 mm (0.081") from the board (71 mm dimension).
11 Typical values using serial port communication without interference mitigation. Consult the OEM7 User Documentation for power supply considerations.
12 Requires mechanical mounting rails to meet 20 g; meets 7.7 g without rails.

PHYSICAL AND ELECTRICAL

Dimensions10 46 × 71 × 11 mm

Weight 31 g

Power
Input voltage 3.3 VDC ±5% 

Power Consumption11

GPS L1 0.9 W (typical)
GPS/GLONASS L1/L2 
 1.3 W (typical)
All frequencies/All constellations 
with L-Band 1.8 W (typical)

Antenna Port Power Output
Output voltage 5.0 VDC ±5% 
Maximum current 200 mA
Connectors
Main  
 20-pin dual row male header
Antenna input 
 see RF Connector Variants

RF CONNECTOR VARIANTS

OEM719 MCX female
OEM719A MCX 90° female
OEM719B MMBX female

COMMUNICATION PORTS

3 LVCMOS Serial  
 up to 460,800 bps
2 CAN Bus  1 Mbps
1 USB 2.0 (device)  FS

ENVIRONMENTAL

Temperature
Operating -40°C to +85°C
Storage -55°C to +95°C

Humidity 95% non-condensing

Vibration
Random MIL-STD 810G (CH1), 
 Method 514.7 
 (Cat 24, 20 g RMS)12

Sinusoidal IEC 60068-2-6 

Bump ISO 9022-31-06 (25 g)

Shock 
Operating 
 MIL-STD-810G (CH1), 
  Method 516.7 (40 g)
Non-operating  
 MIL-STD-810G (CH1), 
 Method 516.7 (75 g)-Survival

Acceleration
Operating 
 MIL-STD-810G (CH1), 
 Method 513.7 (16 g)

COMPLIANCE

FCC, ISED, CE and  
Global Type Approvals

FEATURES

• Field upgradeable software 
• Differential GPS positioning
• Differential correction support 

for RTCM 2.1, 2.3, 3.0, 3.1, 
3.2, 3.3, 3.4, CMR, CMR+, 
RTCA and NOVATELX

• Navigation output support 
for NMEA 0183 and detailed 
NovAtel ASCII and binary logs

• Receiver Autonomous 
Integrity Monitoring (RAIM)

• GLIDE and STEADYLINE 
smoothing algorithms

• Interference Toolkit
• Outputs to drive external LEDs
• 2 Event inputs
• 1 Event output
• Pulse Per Second (PPS) output

FIRMWARE SOLUTIONS

• ALIGN
• SPAN
• RTK
• RTK ASSIST™
• TerraStar PPP
• API

OEM719
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

• VEXXIS® GNSS-500 and 
GNSS-800 series antennas

• Compact GNSS antennas
• Mechanical mounting rails
• OEM7 Development Kit

For the most recent details of 
this product: novatel.com/oem7

novatel.com

sales@novatel.com

1-800-NOVATEL (U.S. and 
Canada) or 403-295-4900

China 0086-21-68882300

Europe 44-1993-848-736 

SE Asia and Australia  
61-400-883-601

Version 5  
Specifications subject to change without notice

©2019 NovAtel Inc. All rights reserved. 

NovAtel, OEM7, SPAN, VEXXIS, ALIGN, GLIDE, 
STEADYLINE, NovAtel CORRECT, OEM719, 
OEM615, OEM617 and RTK ASSIST are 
trademarks of Novatel Inc. 

All other trademarks or service marks used herein 
are property of their respective owners.

Printed in Canada. 

D21049 November 2019 
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http://www.cubesatkit.com/ 

CubeSat Kit™
GPSRM 1 GPS Receiver Module

Hardware Revision: C

GPS Receiver for Space Use
 
Applications  

• CubeSat nanosatellite GPS 
Features 

• For use with 104-pin CubeSat Kit™ Bus  
• Compatible with entire NovAtel® OEM615 dual-

frequency GNSS receiver family; L1/L2/L2C 
GPS and L1/L2 GLONASS signal tracking 
available 

• Compatible with a wide range of active GPS 
antennas 

• Utilizes vibration-resistant OEM615V version 
with COCOM limits unblocked 

• With dedicated nanopower supervisor MCU for: 
• GPS power control 
• GPS power monitor 
• GPS reset and external events 
• GPS isolation from CSK bus signals 
• I2C interface / "back door" 
• Additional user-defined functionality 
• CLK Out clock w/divider 

• OEM615 receiver communication ports: 
• TXD1/RXD1 ↔ CSK Bus 
• TXD2/RXD2 ↔ supervisor MCU 
• USB ↔ host via micro-AB connector 

• OEM615 receiver outputs: 
• 50Ω PPS signal (x2) 
• Variable frequency signal (VARF) 
• Position Valid (PV) indicator 

• Enhanced EMC / EMI design yields improved 
SNR over unshielded receiver  

• Integrated heatsink / EM shield is tied to thermal 
conductive pads for use with CSK thermal 
standoffs in all four corners (top and bottom) 

• Flexible interface to CSK –RESET signal 
• Auto-selected power sources: 

• +5V & +3.3V from CSK Bus 
• +5V from USB 

• Independent latchup (device overcurrent) 
protection on critical subsystems 

 
 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
Pumpkin P/N 710-00908 

 
Option 
Code 

GPS band(s) & CubeSat Kit Bus 
Connector1 

/00 
(standard) L1 GPS & non-stackthrough 

/10 L1 GPS & stackthrough 

Contact factory for availability of optional configurations. 
Option code /00 shown. 

 

 

CAUTION 
 

Electrostatic 
Sensitive 
Devices 

 
Handle with 

Care 
 

 
 
 

 
• PC/104-size footprint 
• Stackable 104-pin CubeSat Kit Bus 

connectors includes processor’s 
complete I/O space, 
user-assignable signals and more 

• Wiring-free module interconnect 
scheme  

• 6-layer gold-plated blue-soldermask 
PCB with triple ground planes for 
enhanced signal integrity  

• Supervisor MCU programmed with 
Pumpkin's space-proven Salvo™ 
RTOS for easy user customization 

                                                 
1 Stackthrough connectors are used in CubeSat Kit configurations where the MB is not in Slot 0. 
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CHANGELOG 
Rev. Date Author Comments 

A 20131218 AEK Initial release of hardware Rev C. 

B 20140120 AEK 
Updated to include oscilloscope captures of VARF and CLK Out signals. 
Included Assembly Revisions table, along with jumper settings. Added 
COM1 Output screen capture. 

C 20140210 AEK 
Updated to state compatibility with all members of the 
OEM615/OEM615V family, including dual-frequency GPS and 
GLONASS satellite signal tracking. 

D 20140721 AEK 

Added pin descriptions for J1 (in-circuit debugging connector), J2 (USB 
Debug Adapter connector), and H3 (expansion module connector). 
Added more codes for configurations. Clarified what is meant by 
“jumper.” 
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OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The GPSRM 1 GPS receiver adds GPS functionality to the CubeSat Kit™ (CSK) by integrating a 
NovAtel® OEM615-series receiver onto a CSK-compatible module. A supervisor MCU controls power 
and interface to the CSK bus. The interface to the supervisor MCU is via I2C. 
 
The GPSRM 1 is designed to mount directly above the combination of a CSK Motherboard (MB) + 
Pluggable Processor Module (PPM), at the standard inter-module distance of 0.600" (15.24mm), using a 
GPS antenna cable terminated in a right-angle MCX plug. This arrangement provides the necessary 
clearance for the GPS antenna cable's connector. 
 
In its default configuration, the GPSRM 1 utilizes the NovAtel® OEM615V-G1S-B0G-TT0-H2 GPS L1 
receiver module with a 20Hz update rate and a vibration-resistant TCXO. As fitted on the GPSRM 1, 
these GPS receiver modules have had their COCOM limits removed / unblocked. 
 
For an additional cost, customers can request any model from the OEM615 family for use on the GPSRM 
1. This includes versions with L1/L2/L2C GPS and/or L1/L2 GLONASS signal tracking. Please contact the 
factory for more details. 
 
Power to the GPS receiver is under the control of the PIC24E-series supervisor MCU and can switched 
on or off via I2C commands. Power is automatically selected from available power: either (external) USB 
or the CubeSat Kit bus. 
 
The OEM615 receiver's –RESET, EVENT1 and EVENT2 inputs are under the control of the supervisor 
MCU.3 
 
The first serial port of the OEM615 module is normally used to communicate with the rest of the CubeSat 
via one of the three CubeSat Kit bus signal pairs IO.4 & IO.5, IO.16 & IO.17 or IO.32 & IO.33. This 
serial port can be isolated from the CubeSat Kit bus via I2C commands. The second serial port of the 
OEM615 module is connected to the supervisor MCU and can be used to transfer data and commands 
between the OEM615 module and the supervisor MCU. The third serial port of the OEM615 module – 
implemented as USB – is connected directly to a micro-AB USB connector. This USB connection can also 
power the OEM615 module. 
 
A Position Valid (PV) LED indicator from the OEM615 receiver is provided, as well as a status LED from 
the supervisor MCU. 
 
The 50Ω TIMEMARK (PPS) signal from the OEM615 receiver is available in one of two user-selectable 
forms: on an MCX jack for use with discrete RF cabling, and on the CubeSat Kit bus PPS signal. 
 
The VARF (variable frequency) signal from the OEM615 receiver is present on an MMCX jack for use with 
discrete RF cabling, and also (optionally) on IO.31 of the CubeSat Kit bus.   
 
An additional TX/RX debug port to the supervisor MCU is provided, to aid in supervisor MCU firmware 
development & debugging. Additionally, a 20-pin connector is provided as a means of connecting 
expansion boards (where possible) under the control of the supervisor MCU. Lastly, an MMCX connector 
is provided for measuring the supervisor MCU's unbuffered internal clock frequency. 
 
Particular attention has been paid to the shielding and heatsinking of the OEM615 receiver. An integrated 
EMC / EMI shield and heatsink covers the entire OEM615 receiver and is electrically and thermally tied to 
all four corner standoff locations. Special attention in the PCB design has been paid to avoid any isolated 
dielectric regions resulting from unconnected swatches of copper.  
 
A related module – GPSRM 2 – provides similar features and performance in a form factor designed 
expressly for Pumpkin’s MISC 3 bus. 

                                                 
2 Throughout this datasheet, the NovAtel GPS receiver will be referred to as the "OEM615." 
3 The OEM615 receiver’s CAN2TX and CAN2RX signals are left unconnected. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Parameter Symbol Value Units 

Operating temperature TA -40 to +85 ºC 
Voltage on +5V_USB bus   
Voltage on +5V_SYS bus  
Voltage on VCC_SYS bus   

-0.3 to +6 V 

Voltage on local VCC_MCU bus   -0.3 to +5.5 V 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Conditions / Notes Symbol Min Typ Max Units 

Mass 4 With aluminum heatsink / EM shield   106  g 
Height of components 

above PCB 
With mating cable to MCX PPS 

jack    11 mm 

Without GPS antenna cable 
connected    2.75 Height of components 

below PCB With GPS antenna cable 
connected via RA MCX plug    5.5 

mm 

PCB width   96  mm 
PCB length   90  mm 
PCB thickness 

Corner hole pattern matches 
PC/104   1.6  mm 

CubeSat Kit Bus 
Connector terminal pitch 

Horizontal or vertical distance to 
nearest terminal   2.54  mm 

                                                 
4 With OEM615V-G1S-B0G-TT0-H and with heatsink / EM shield fitted. Dual-band OEM615V versions may be slightly heavier. 
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SIMPLIFIED MECHANICAL LAYOUT 5 

 

                                                 
5 Dimensions in inches. 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (T = 25ºC, +5V bus = +5V unless otherwise noted) 

Parameter Conditions / Notes Symbol Min Typ Max Units 
Supervisor MCU & GPS 

active, no antenna 
connected 

POP_SUP_GPS_LNA  1.3   W Operating power 
consumption Supervisor MCU active, 

GPS unpowered POP_SUP  25   mW 

Supervisor MCU & GPS 
active, with active 
antenna connected 

IOP_SUP_GPS_LNA  300  mA 

Supervisor MCU & GPS 
active, no antenna 
connected 

IOP_SUP_GPS  260  mA 

Supervisor MCU active, 
GPS unpowered IOP_SUP  4.5  mA 

Operating current 6 

Supervisor MCU asleep, 
GPS unpowered ISLEEP  1.5  mA 

Supervisor MCU 
internal clock 
frequency 

Base frequency, can be 
multiplied by onboard 
PLL 

ƒCLK_MCU 7.3728 MHz 

USB bus current 7 Powered over USB IUSB_MAX   500 mA 
For +3.3V, set by R19 & 

R20 ITRIP_3V3_GPS  TBD  mA Overcurrent trip point 
for OEM615  For +5V, set by R15 & R16 ITRIP_+5V_GPS  TBD  mA 

Data rate through 
any on-board 
isolator (U4 & U5) 

   50    MHz 

 

OEM615 GPS RECEIVER ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS  

Parameter Conditions / Notes Min Typ Max Units 
Impedance  50  Ω 
Rise & fall times  6  ns 
Negative pulse width   1.000  ms 
Amplitude (3V3_GPS = +3.3V, 

unterminated) 3.24 
PPS Output at J7  

Amplitude (3V3_GPS = +3.3V, terminated 
with 50Ω) 

 
2.40 

 V 

Effect on GPS SNR of 
GPSRM 1's EM 
shield 

Observed SNR improvement of multiple, 
individual GPS satellites with GPSRM 1 
EM shield present and absent, using 
NovAtel® receiver software. 

 5  dB 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
6 Terrestrial GPS receiver tracking a minimum of 5 satellites when active antenna with LNA is connected. 
7 The OEM615's USB interface is configured at the factory as a bus- or self-powered device and reports a maximum current of 

100mA to the attached USB host. 
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I2C CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Conditions / Notes Min Typ Max Units 

I2C address 7-bit I2C address  0x51  
I2C clock speed    400 kHz 

I2C pull-up resistors No pull-up resistors are fitted to SCL_SYS 
or SDA_SYS  ∞  Ω 

 

USB DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS  

Parameter Conditions / Notes Value 
Speed USB 2.0 compatible Full Speed (12Mbps) 
Vendor ID (VID)  0x09D7 
Product ID (PID)  0x0100 
Required driver Supplied by NovAtel   
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CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS  
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CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – I/O 
Name Pin I/O Description 
IO.0 H1.24  Not connected. 
IO.1 H1.23  Not connected. 
IO.2 H1.22  Not connected. 
IO.3 H1.21  Not connected. 

IO.4 H1.20 I 
Serial input to the OEM615 receiver’s RX1D pin. This input receives data from 
IO.4 if/when jumper8 R29 is fitted. Typically serial data UTX0 from the PPM 
processor. 

IO.5 H1.19 O 
Serial output from the OEM615 receiver’s TX1D pin. This output sends data to 
IO.5 if/when jumper R26 is fitted. Typically serial data URX0 to the PPM  
processor. 

IO.6 H1.18  Not connected. 
IO.7 H1.17  Not connected. 
IO.8 H1.16  Not connected. 
IO.9 H1.15  Not connected. 
IO.10 H1.14  Not connected. 
IO.11 H1.13  Not connected. 
IO.12 H1.12  Not connected. 
IO.13 H1.11  Not connected. 
IO.14 H1.10  Not connected. 
IO.15 H1.9  Not connected. 

IO.16 H1.8 I 
Serial input to the OEM615 receiver’s RX1D pin. This input receives data from 
IO.16 if/when jumper R30 is fitted. Typically serial output from a module to 
the OEM615. 

IO.17 H1.7 O 
Serial output from the OEM615 receiver’s TX1D pin. This output sends data to 
IO.17 if/when jumper R27 is fitted. Typically serial input to a module from the 
OEM615. 

IO.18 H1.6  Not connected. 
IO.19 H1.5  Not connected. 
IO.20 H1.4  Not connected. 
IO.21 H1.3  Not connected. 
IO.22 H1.2  Not connected. 
IO.23 H1.1  Not connected. 

                                                 
8 On the GPSRM 1, all jumpers are implemented as zero-Ohm resistors soldered in place at time of assembly at the factory. 
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IO.24 H2.24   Not connected. 
IO.25 H2.23   Not connected. 
IO.26 H2.22   Not connected. 
IO.27 H2.21   Not connected. 
IO.28 H2.20   Not connected. 
IO.29 H2.19   Not connected. 
IO.30 H2.18   Not connected. 

IO.31 H2.17  O 
Variable-frequency output from the OEM615 receiver’s VARF pin. This output 
places the VARF square wave on IO.31 if/when jumper R32 is fitted. 
Typically used by modules desiring a high-accuracy clock signal. 

IO.32 H2.16 I 
Serial input to the OEM615 receiver’s RX1D pin. This input receives data from 
IO.32 if/when jumper R31 is fitted. Typically serial output from a module to 
the OEM615. 

IO.33 H2.15 O 
Serial output from the OEM615 receiver’s TX1D pin. This output sends data to 
IO.33 if/when jumper R28 is fitted. Typically serial input to a module from the 
OEM615. 

IO.34 H2.14   Not connected. 
IO.35 H2.13   Not connected. 
IO.36 H2.12   Not connected. 
IO.37 H2.11   Not connected. 
IO.38 H2.10   Not connected. 
IO.39 H2.9  Not connected. 
IO.40 H2.8  Not connected. 
IO.41 H2.7  Not connected. 
IO.42 H2.6  Not connected. 
IO.43 H2.5  Not connected. 
IO.44 H2.4  Not connected. 
IO.45 H2.3  Not connected. 
IO.46 H2.2  Not connected. 
IO.47 H2.1  Not connected. 

CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – Analog References 
Name Pin I/O Description 
VREF0 H1.26  Not connected. 
VREF1 H1.28  Not connected. 
VREF2 H1.30  Not connected. 

CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – Reserved 
Name Pin I/O Description 
RSVD0 H1.44 – Not connected.  
RSVD1 H1.45 – Not connected.  

CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – I2C Bus 
Name Pin I/O Description 

SDA_SYS H1.41 I/O I2C data. To/from supervisor MCU (an I2C slave device) via a PCA9515A I2C 
isolator. Typically from the PPM processor. 

SCL_SYS H1.43 I I2C clock. To supervisor MCU (an I2C slave device) via a PCA9515A I2C 
isolator. Typically from the PPM processor. 
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CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – Control & Status 
Name Pin I/O Description 
-FAULT H1.25  Not connected. 
SENSE H1.27  Not connected. 

-RESET H1.29 I/O Input to and/or output from reset supervisor controlling supervisor MCU. 
Functionality depends on resistors R3 & R4. 

OFF_VCC H1.31 I When resistor R10 is fitted and no USB power is present, an active signal on 
this pin will disable VCC_MCU power to the supervisor MCU. 

PPS9 H1.46 O PPS. From the OEM615 receiver’s TIMEMARK (PPS) output. This output is 
present whenever the OEM615 is powered and operating. 50Ω impedance. 

CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – RBF and Separation Switches 
Name Pin I/O Description 
S0 H2.33 

H2.34  Not connected.  

S1 H2.35 
H2.36  Not connected.  

S2 H2.37 
H2.38  Not connected.  

S3 H2.39 
H2.40  Not connected.  

S4 H2.41 
H2.42  Not connected.  

S5 H2.43 
H2.44  Not connected.  

CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – Power 
Name Pin I/O Description 
VBATT H2.45 

H2.46 I Battery voltage. EPS-dependent. Typically +7V to +10V. To expansion 
connector H3.5 & H3.6 only. 

+5V_USB H1.32 I/O +5V USB power. From USB host. 

+5V_SYS H2.25 
H2.26 I +5V system power. 

PWR_MHX H1.33  Not connected.  
VBACKUP H1.42 I Battery backup voltage. To expansion connector H3.8 only. 

VCC_SYS H2.27 
H2.28 I VCC System power. Assumed to be +3.3V. 

AGND H2.31  Not connected.  

DGND 
H2.29 
H2.30 
H2.32 

– Digital ground. 

CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – Transceiver Interface 
Name Pin I/O Description 

-RST_MHX H1.34  Not connected.  
-CTS_MHX H1.35  Not connected.  
-RTS_MHX H1.36  Not connected.  
-DSR_MHX H1.37  Not connected.  
-DTR_MHX H1.38  Not connected.  
TXD_MHX H1.39  Not connected.  
RXD_MHX H1.40  Not connected.  

 
                                                 
9 This signal was formerly called RSRVD2 and was reserved. 
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CubeSat Kit Bus PIN DESCRIPTIONS – User-defined 
Name Pin I/O Description 
USER0 H1.47  Not connected.  
USER1 H1.48  Not connected.  
USER2 H1.49  Not connected.  
USER3 H1.50  Not connected.  
USER4 H1.51  Not connected.  
USER5 H1.52  Not connected.  
USER6 H2.47  Not connected.  
USER7 H2.48  Not connected.  
USER8 H2.49  Not connected.  
USER9 H2.50  Not connected.  
USER10 H2.51  Not connected.  
USER11 H2.52  Not connected.  

EXPANSION BOARD PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
The expansion board connector H3 utilizes a 2mm-pitch, dual-row, 20-pin Samtec® CLT-110-02-G-D-BE-
A socket (not fitted). The H3 connector provides power and ground – as well as twelve unused Supervisor 
MCU I/O pins – to a user-supplied expansion module. The mechanical footprint of the expansion module 
is similar to that of the OEM615 GPS receiver module, though its mating connector is in a different 
location. Reprogramming of the Supervisor MCU will be required to utilize the I/O pins. 
 
N.B.: Any expansion board mounted to the bottom of the GPSRM 1 will exceed the standard component 
height for the underside of a CubeSat Kit-compatible module. Therefore additional accommodations must 
be made in terms of module stacking, so as to be able to accommodate an expansion module attached to 
the underside of the GPSRM 1. 
  

Name Pin I/O Description 
+5V_SYS H3.1 

H3.2 – +5V system power. From CSK bus connector. 

VCC_SYS H3.3 
H3.4 – VCC System power. Assumed to be +3.3V. From CSK bus connector. 

VBATT H3.5 
H3.6 – Battery voltage. EPS-dependent. Typically +7V to +10V. From CSK bus 

connector. 
DGND H3.7 – Digital ground. From CSK bus connector. 

VBACKUP H3.8 – Battery backup voltage. From CSK bus connector. 
EXP.0 H3.9 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RE15/AN15 pin. 
EXP.1 H3.10 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RC9/RP57 pin. 
EXP.2 H3.11 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RE14/AN14 pin. 
EXP.3 H3.12 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RD6 pin. 
EXP.4 H3.13 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RA4/RP20/SDO1 pin. 
EXP.5 H3.14 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RC8/RP56 pin. 
EXP.6 H3.15 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RA9/RPI25/SDI1 pin. 
EXP.7 H3.16 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RC7/RP55 pin. 
EXP.8 H3.17 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RC3/RPI51/SCK1 pin. 
EXP.9 H3.18 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RC6/RP54 pin. 
EXP.10 H3.19 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RG6/RP118 pin. 
EXP.11 H3.20 I/O Supervisor MCU’s RB9/RP41 pin. 
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IN-CIRCUIT DEBUGGING PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
The Microchip® ICD®-compatible debugging/ programming connector J1 is implemented with a standard 
6-pin Pumpkin PIC24 FPC connector. It is designed to mate to a Pumpkin JFPC-PIC24 debugging 
adapter via a 6-terminal flexible printed circuit (cable). This in turn can be connected to various Microchip 
in-circuit debuggers and programmers. 
 

Name Pin I/O Description 
  J1.1 – Unused. 

PGEC J1.2 I/O PGEC1 – clock signal for in-circuit debugging. 
PGED J1.3 I/O PGED1 – data signal for in-circuit debugging. 
DGND J1.4 – Digital ground.  
VCC J1.5 – Supervisor MCU power. 
-MCLR J1.6 I Supervisor MCU’s reset. 

DEBUGGING ADAPTER PIN DESCRIPTIONS 
The Pumpkin USB Debugging Adapter-compatible debugging connector J2 is implemented with a 
standard 4-pin Pumpkin USB Debug FPC connector. It is designed to mate to a Pumpkin USB Debugging 
Adapter via a 4-terminal flexible printed circuit (cable). 
 

Name Pin I/O Description 

VCC J2.1 – 
Supervisor MCU power. When used with the GPSRM 1, users must ensure 
that this voltage from the Pumpkin USB Debug Adapter is set to 3.3V, or 
disconnected (preferred). 

DGND J2.2 – Digital ground.  
TXD J2.3 O Asynchronous serial data out of the Supervisor MCU. 
RXD J2.4 I Asynchronous serial data into the Supervisor MCU. 
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PPS Output 
The OEM615 GPS receiver has a 50Ω output driver for its TIMEMARK (PPS) signal. The default valid PPS 
signal is a low-going, 1.000ms pulse every second that is synchronized to GPS time when a valid position 
has been computed. Its behavior can be configured via commands to the OEM615. 
 
The GPSRM 1 module provides two PPS outputs from the OEM615 receiver’s TIMEMARK signal: 
 

1. PPS is available at connector J7 – an MCX jack – when jumper R24 is fitted. 
2. PPS is available on connector H1.46 when jumper R25 is fitted.10  

 
By default, jumpers R24 (for PPS to J7) and R24 (for PPS to H1.46) are both fitted, thus making PPS 
available on both J7 and H1.46. Customers can choose to remove one or the other based on their 
system-level design in an attempt to maximize the quality of the PPS signal at its endpoint(s). 
 
For proper operation and accurate timing, the TIMEMARK (PPS) output requires a 50Ω termination. No 
termination is provided on the GPSRM 1 module. It is up to the end-user to provide the proper 50Ω 
termination if/when utilizing the GPSRM 1's PPS feature. Only one 50Ω termination should be applied to 
the PPS signal; either via J6 or via H1.46. 
 

Figure 1: PPS on J7, unterminated. R24 & R25 
fitted. 

Figure 2: PPS on J7, terminated (50Ω) at 
oscilloscope. R24 & R25 fitted. 

VARF Output 
The OEM615 GPS receiver has a programmable variable-frequency output (VARF), that is coherent with  
its PPS output. Its enabled / disabled status, period and duty cycle can all be configured via commands to 
the OEM615. VARF's period and duty cycle can be set with 10ns resolution. 
 
VARF can replace a user's TCXO on another module, as long as the need for a stable and accurate 
frequency reference is compatible with the power requirements of the OEM615 receiver. 
 
The GPSRM 1 provides the OEM615 receiver’s VARF in two forms to the user: 
 

1. On MMCX connector J8. 
2. On the CubeSat Kit Bus Connector IO.31, if zero-Ohm jumper R32 is fitted. 

 
For example, the OEM615's frequencyout enable 40 80 command results in a 1.25MHz output 
pulse train via VARF, as shown below. 
                                                 
10 The signals on the CubeSat Kit Bus Connector are not controlled-impedance signals. Therefore the customer will have to 
experiment with the ideal termination (e.g., on another module in the module stack) in their particular application in order to achieve 
the best possible waveform from the PPS signal.  
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Figure 3: Resulting VARF output (below) on J8 for OEM615 frequencyout enable 40 80 command. 

Shown with TIMEMARK output (above) on J7 with OEM615 locked to GPS. R32 not fitted. 

CLK Out Output 
The GPSRM 1 provides an additional clock output – CLK Out – albeit with much less accuracy than the 
GPS-locked OEM615's TIMEMARK and VARF. CLK Out is the CPU clock of the GPSRM 1's Supervisor 
MCU, with a selectable postscaling divider of 1 to 2^15 in sixteen steps. This clock is generated on the 
Supervisor MCU via an internal high-accuracy RC oscillator and is presented on one of the Supervisor 
MCU's output pins. The nominal value of this oscillator is 7.3728MHz at room temperature. 
 
The GPSRM 1 provides the Supervisor MCU's CLK Out in just one form to the user: 
 

1. On MMCX connector J6. 
 
CLK Out is controlled via commands to the GPSRM 1's Supervisor MCU, and is off by default. Apart 
from some additional power consumption and possible noise associated with driving the CLK Out output 
pin, there is no discernable effect on the Supervisor MCU when CLK Out is active. 
 

 
Figure 4: CLK Out output on J6 when Supervisor MCU is commanded to output MCU clock with the 

divider set to 64. 

OEM615 COM1 Output 
When the GPSRM 1's passthrough feature is enabled, the OEM615's COM1 port is mapped to two pins 
on the CubeSat Kit Bus. A typical usage for the COM1 port is for the CubeSat Kit's PPM to command the 
OEM615 (e.g., to start logging), and for the OEM615 to respond with logs in human-readable form that 
will be received and parsed by the PPM. With passthrough enabled, the CubeSat Kit's PPM has the entire 
command set of the OEM615 available to configure, command and receive telemetry from the OEM615. 
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An example of the serial output stream of the OEM615's COM1 port is shown below:  
 

 
Figure 5: OEM615 COM1 output on CubeSat Kit Bus after OEM615 receives LOG COM1 GPGGA ONTIME 

1 command.11 

Power Sources 
The GPSRM 1 module uses controllable ideal diodes with programmable current limits to route +5V and 
+3.3V power to the OEM615 receiver’s LNA_PWR and 3V3 power pins, respectively. 
 
The supervisor MCU can be commanded to select +5V_SYS and VCC_SYS as the sources for the 
OEM615 receiver’s +5V and +3.3V power, respectively. Therefore, whenever +5V_SYS is present on the 
CubeSat Kit bus connector, even if +5V_USB is present in these conditions, the GPSRM 1 module will 
not draw appreciable power from it. 
 
If/when +5V_SYS is not present, then the GPSRM 1 may draw its power from +5V via USB, either from a 
directly connected USB host (via connector J3) or via the CubeSat Kit bus signal +5V_USB. The 
operation of the OEM615 in this configuration depends on the MAXPOWER attribute of the OEM615, 
which by default is 100mA, but may be configurable to something greater (e.g. 500mA) via firmware 
updates to the OEM615. 

Use with USB 
When powered via the CubeSat Kit bus, the GPSRM 1 module provides a means of communicating  with 
the OEM615 receiver via its USB COM port (J3). A USB cable with a Micro-B connector is required. This 
feature is provided so that the module can be easily reconfigured by and used with e.g. NovAtel's 
software. 

I2C Interface 
The GPSRM 1 functions as an I2C Slave device.  
 
The GPSRM 1's I2C interface is compatible with 100kHz and 400kHz I2C clock speeds.  
 
When being written to or being read from by an I2C Master device, the GPSRM 1 (as a clock-stretching 
I2C Slave device) may stretch the I2C clock (SCL_SYS) as a means of avoiding overruns. This is part of 
the I2C protocol. 
 
No pull-up resistors are present on the GPSRM 1. Pull-up resistors must be implemented elsewhere in 
the system; typically, they are on or close to the system's I2C Master device. 

                                                 
11 Note that this OEM615 logging command can also be received via the OEM615's USB and other COM ports. 
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Signal Grounds 
In an effort to minimize conducted and radiated emissions, all of the grounds of the GPSRM 1 are tied 
together into a single net: DGND. Those nodes tied to DGND include: 
 

1. The grounds for the OEM615 GPS receiver (i.e., pins 10, 13, 16 & 18 of Its 20-pin connector 
P1101). 

2. The grounds for the PIC24E Supervisor MCU (both analog and digital). 
3. The ground of the USB micro AB connector. 
4. DGND from the CubeSat Kit Bus Connector H2. 
5. The (RF) ground of the OEM615 receiver's MCX GPS antenna connector. 
6. The grounds of connectors J6, J7 and J8. 
7. The heatsink cover / EM shield. 
8. The four corner mounting holes of the module, along with their thermal pads. 

I/O Level Mapping: OEM615 Receiver’s COM1 I/O level 
The OEM615's COM1 port is mapped to the CubeSat Kit bus through low-power level-shifting 
transceivers. The voltage level on the bus side (VCCB_ISO) can be selected via the selective jumpers 
implemented as zero-Ohm resistors R8 and R9: 
 

Jumpers I/O level 
Configuration Description Example Host Fitted Omitted 

A COM1 I/O is at 5V logic levels. PPMs that operate with 5V I/O. R8 R9 

B COM1 I/O is at 3.3V logic levels. PPMs that operate with 3.3V I/O (i.e., the 
majority). R9 R8 

CSK Bus Mapping: OEM615 Receiver’s COM1 
For applications that wish to talk serially to the OEM615 receiver via its COM1 port, four different 
configurations are supported via the selective jumpers implemented as zero-Ohm resistors R26-R30: 
 

Jumpers COM1 
Configuration Description Example Host Fitted Omitted 

A 
Maps OEM615 receiver's TXD1 to 
IO.5 (URX0) and RXD1 to IO.4 
(UTX0). 

All PPMs that map UTX0 to IO.4 and URX0 to IO.5. R26, 
R29 

R27, 
R28, 
R30, 
R31 

B Maps OEM615 receiver's TXD1 to 
IO.17 and RXD1 to IO.16. 

PPM D1 (PIC24FJ256GA110), configured via PPS to 
map UART3 to IO.16 (data out) & IO.17 (data in).  

R27, 
R30 

R26, 
R28, 
R29, 
R31 

C Maps OEM615 receiver's TXD1 to 
IO.33 and RXD1 to IO.32. 

With PPM B1 (which has no connections to 
IO.[33.31]), a user module with e.g. expansion 
I2C-to-UARTs can connect to IO.32 & IO.33. 

R28, 
R31 

R26, 
R27, 
R29, 
R30 

D 

OEM615 receiver's COM1 is 
isolated from CubeSat Kit Bus 
Connector – interface only through 
GPSRM 1 Supervisor MCU via 
I2C. 

Any PPM that needs to interface to the GPSRM 1 
solely via I2C on SCL_SYS and SDA_SYS.  

R26, 
R27, 
R28, 
R29, 
R30, 
R31 

N.B. For proper operation, a maximum of one pair of jumpers (R26 & R29, R27 & R39, or R28 & R31) 
should be fitted at any time. Fitting more than one pair of jumpers may damage the GPSRM 1. Jumpers 
are to be soldered in place by a qualified technician. 

CSK Bus Mapping: VARF 
VARF can be mapped to IO.31 of the CubeSat Kit Bus. Two different configurations are supported via 
the selective jumper implemented as zero-Ohm resistor R32:  
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Jumpers VARF 
Configuration Description Example Host Fitted Omitted 

A VARF is not mapped to CSK Bus. PPMs or other hosts that cannot effectively utilize 
VARF when mapped to IO.31.  R32 

B VARF is mapped to IO.31. PPMs or other hosts that have facilities to utilize 
a programmable clock signal on IO.31. R32  

CSK Bus Mapping: -RESET  
The GPSRM 1 has its own independent reset supervisor (U2). The reset supervisor can be configured to 
interact with the CubeSat Kit Bus –RESET signal as an input to and/or an output. Four different 
configurations are supported via the selective jumpers implemented as zero-Ohm resistors R3 and R4:  
 

Jumpers -RESET 
Configuration Description Resultant Behavior Fitted Omitted 

A 
Local reset supervisor U2 is not used, 
GPSRM 1 is completely disconnected 
from –RESET. 

Supervisor MCU utilizes only its own on-chip 
BOR/POR circuitry to enforce clean (re-)starts. 
Not recommended. 

 R3, R4 

B 
GPSRM 1's local reset supervisor U2 
resets Supervisor MCU and can be 
triggered via –RESET. 

GPSRM 1 can be reset via local reset supervisor 
U2 and external –RESET signal.  R4 R3    

C Local reset supervisor U2 is not used, 
GPSRM 1 can drive –RESET signal. 

Supervisor MCU utilizes only its own on-chip 
BOR/POR circuitry to enforce clean (re-)starts. 
GPSRM 1 can reset the CubeSat Kit Bus by 
forcing local signal –FORCE_RESET low. Not 
recommended. 

R3 R4   

D 

GPSRM 1's local reset supervisor U2 
resets Supervisor MCU and can be 
triggered via –RESET. GPSRM 1 can 
drive –RESET signal. 

GPSRM 1 can be reset via local reset supervisor 
U2 and external –RESET signal. GPSRM 1 can 
also reset the CubeSat Kit Bus by forcing local 
signal –FORCE_RESET low – this will in turn force 
a GPSRM 1 reset. Use with caution. 

R3, R4    

Assembly Revisions 
As a consequence of the various jumper-driven configurations outlined above, end-users may specify an 
assembly revision when ordering their GPSRM 1. A binary code is utilized, as shown below, with the 
resulting assembly revision numbers shown in decimal format, with powers-of-2 weights from left to right: 
 
ASSY 
REV 

R9 or 
R8 R32 R3 R4 

R28 
&R31 

R27 
&R30 

R26 
&R29 Typical Application 

8 R9 - - + - - - Sole interface to Supervisor MCU is via I2C. 
9 R9 - - + - - + PPM Ax, OEM615 COM1 on IO.5 & IO.4. 

10 R9 - - + - + - PPM Dx, OEM615 COM1 on IO.17 & IO.16. 

41 R9 + - + - - + 
PPM Ax, OEM615 COM1 on IO.5 & IO.4, additional module 
utilizes VARF on IO.31. 

44 R9 + - + + - - 
PPM B1, OEM615 COM1 on IO.33 & IO.32, additional module 
utilizes VARF on IO.31. 

73 R8 - - + - - + Customer PPM with 5V I/O, OEM615 COM1 on IO.5 & IO.4. 

Use with alternate GPS Receivers 
Bare COCOM-unblocked GPS receiver rated for space use can cost thousands of dollars. If/when an 
alternate GPS receiver has a compatible pinout and connectors, then it may be possible to use with the 
GPSRM 1 in place of the OEM615 receiver for ground-based development and test. The following 
caveats must be observed: 
 

1. The integrated heatsink / RFI cover will likely not fit and should not be used. 
2. All of the alternate GPS receiver module's I/O must match or be a subset of those of the 

OEM615 receiver series. 
3. No part of the alternate GPS receiver may touch the GPSRM 1 PCB. 
4. The protection circuits of the GPSRM 1 may not be compatible with those of the alternate GPS 

receiver. 
 
For alternate GPS receivers that are powered exclusively via +3.3V on pins 3 and 4 of the 20-pin header 
GPS1,  
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1. Remove and do not plug in any USB cables to connector J3. 
2. Fit two shorting jumpers on J5: 1-3 and 2-4.12 
3. If necessary, prevent the existing +5V and +3.3V power on the header GPS1 from reaching pins 1 

and 2 of the alternate GPS receiver. This may require cutting the connector pins on the alternate 
GPS receiver. 

 
This will feed the GPSRM 1's local +3.3V supply to pins 3 and 4 of the 20-pin header GPS1 for use with a 
alternate, compatible GPS receiver (i.e., one other than the OEM615 receiver). 
 
A sample, low-cost GPS receiver that can be used in this manner is the Royaltek REB-21R, in its 3.3V 
TTL & RS-232 output configuration.13 
TRADEMARKS 
The following are Pumpkin trademarks. All other names are the property of their respective owners. 

• Pumpkin™and the Pumpkin logo 
• Salvo™ and the Salvo logo 
• MISC™  
• CubeSat Kit™ and the CubeSat Kit logo 

 
DISCLAIMER 
PUMPKIN RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE ANY CHANGES WITHOUT FURTHER 
NOTICE TO ANY PRODUCTS HEREIN TO CORRECT ERRORS AND IMPROVE 
RELIABILITY, FUNCTION, APPEARANCE OR DESIGN. PUMPKIN DOES NOT 
ASSUME ANY LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE APPLICATION OR USE OF ANY 
PRODUCT OR CIRCUIT DESCRIBED HEREIN; NEITHER DOES IT CONVEY ANY 
LICENSE UNDER ITS PATENT RIGHTS, NOR THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS. 
 
 
 

 
 

744 Naples Street 
San Francisco, CA 94112 USA  

tel: (415) 584-6360 
fax: (415) 585-7948 

 
web: http://www.pumpkininc.com/ 

email: info@pumpkininc.com 
web: http://www.cubesatkit.com/ 

email: info@cubesatkit.com 
 

                                                 
12 When installed, these jumpers are parallel to the H1 and H2 CubeSat Kit Bus connectors. 
13 The particular model tested (with a datecode of 2003, found at an electronics surplus store for under $10) had to have its right-
angle MCX jack removed and replaced with a straight MCX plug on the opposite side of the PCB so as to be able to mate to the 
20-pin connector on the GPSRM 1 PCB.  





APPENDIX C. VENUS 838FLPX RECEIVER
SIMULATIONS

Figure C.1: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

Figure C.2: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

Figure C.3: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results
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Figure C.4: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

Figure C.5: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

Figure C.6: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results



Figure C.7: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

Figure C.8: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results

Figure C.9: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results



Figure C.10: Venus 838FLPx-SPC Simulation Results
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Toulouse, 22 de enero de 2020 

  
 

 

UNIVERSITAT POLITÈCNICA DE CATALUNYA 

EETAC - Escola d'Enginyeria de Telecomunicació i Aeroespacial de Castelldefels 
Office C3-115  
C/Esteve Terradas, 7 
08860 - Castelldefels 
 
 
At. Jordi L. Gutiérrez 
 
En referencia a su petición por medio del Sr. Alejandro Guerra Mentruit le sometemos a su 
amable consideración el presupuesto solicitado :  
 
 

PRESUPUESTO  
 
 
 
OEM719-H 

Descripción Ctd. Precio unidad1 Total1 
 
OEM719-GSN-LNN-TNN-H *CG* GPS, 
L1, Single Point+DGPS PNT, 20 Hz Data 
Output Rate, High Speed Includes GLIDE 
& RAIM and tracks SBAS/QZSS/LBand. 
 
CEP - Canadian Export Permit2 
 
TOTAL por unidad OEM719 
  
 
 
OEM719-GSN-LNN-TNN-H *CG* GPS, 
L1, Single Point+DGPS PNT, 20 Hz Data 
Output Rate, High Speed Includes GLIDE 
& RAIM and tracks SBAS/QZSS/LBand. 
 
CEP - Canadian Export Permit2 
 
TOTAL por unidad OEM719 
 
 
 
OEM719-GSN-LNN-TNN-H *CG* GPS, 
L1, Single Point+DGPS PNT, 20 Hz Data 
Output Rate, High Speed Includes GLIDE 
& RAIM and tracks SBAS/QZSS/LBand. 
 
CEP - Canadian Export Permit2 
 
TOTAL por unidad OEM719 
  

 
1 
 
 
 

 
1 
 

1 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
1 
 

5 
 

 
 

11 
 
 
 
 
1 
 

11 
 

 
1 733.00 

 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

4 115.00 
 

--- 
 

1 567.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

2 043.40 
 

--- 
 

1 516.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

1 732.55 
 

 
1 733.00 

 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

4 115.00 
 

--- 
 

7 835.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

10 217.00 
 

--- 
 

16 676.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

19 058.00 
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OEM719-GSN-LNN-TNN-H *CG* GPS, 
L1, Single Point+DGPS PNT, 20 Hz Data 
Output Rate, High Speed Includes GLIDE 
& RAIM and tracks SBAS/QZSS/LBand. 
 
CEP - Canadian Export Permit2 
 
TOTAL por unidad OEM719 
 
 
 
OEM719-GSN-LNN-TNN-H *CG* GPS, 
L1, Single Point+DGPS PNT, 20 Hz Data 
Output Rate, High Speed Includes GLIDE 
& RAIM and tracks SBAS/QZSS/LBand. 
 
CEP - Canadian Export Permit2 
 
TOTAL por unidad OEM719 
 
 
 

 
 

51 
 
 
 
 
1 
 

51 
 
 
 

101 
 
 
 
 
1 
 

101 

--- 
 

1 397.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

1 443.71 
 

--- 
 

1 399.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

1 422.58 

--- 
 

71 247.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

73 629.00 
 

--- 
 

141 299.00 
 
 
 
 

2 382.00 
 

143 681.00 
 

 
TOTAL EN €1 
 

   
SU ELECCIÓN 

1Precio en € e I.V.A. no incluido 
*CG* Requiere COCOM Limits Removal (en el caso de NovAtel es la eliminación del límite de la velocidad) 
2El CEP tiene una validez de dos años a partir de la fecha de emisión. 
 
Condiciones : 
 
Las condiciones de venta aplicables son las descritas por NovAtel Inc., con base en Alberta, Canadá, en el 
enlace http://www.novatel.com/where-to-buy/sales-offices/standard-terms-and-conditions-of-sales/ 
con las modificaciones siguientes dónde procede : 
Todos los precios son Portes Pagados dentro la Península Ibérica e incluyen el embalaje comercial 
estándar, flete internacional, los seguros, los aranceles, gastos aduaneros y comisiones, gastos bancarios, 
transportes internos. Los precios no incluyen el IVA ni impuestos locales. 
 
La orden de COCOM Removal requiere de un End User Statement (Declaración de Uso) en idioma inglés 
dirigida al fabricante en papel con membrete de la institución.  Esta Declaración de uso ha de enviarse en 
original a nuestra dirección y por email en formato PDF junto con el pedido formal y el comprobante del 
pago.  Se necesita de estos tres documentos para la gestión del pedido. 
 
El plazo de entrega se estima de 4 a 6 semanas desde el momento de recepción de los tres documentos 
indicados más arriba y dependerá de la gestión del Gobierno de Canadá.   
Validez de la oferta : 15 días. 
Condiciones de pago:  

- Por la naturaleza de este pedido se requiere de prepago junto con su orden de compra.  La 
cantidad no es reembolsable. 

- Para cantidades superiores a los 25000€ la forma de pago es a convenir. 
 
Efectuar los pagos a la BNP PARIBAS Nº de cuenta FR7630004015700001010051084 . 
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Debido a las continuas variaciones en el cambio euro/dólar, los precios indicados son orientativos y 
deberán ser confirmados previamente a la formalización del pedido. Los precios están sujetos a 
incrementar/disminuir en la facturación de cada entrega si el valor del dólar americano respecto al euro 
incrementa/disminuye del 1.5% tomando como base el cambio en el momento de la redacción de este 
presupuesto que es de 1.10796 USD por 1.00 € (ver adjunto abajo copia de pantalla de www.xe.com )    
 
Garantía 1 año para los productos y 90 días para los accesorios. La garantía se limita a la reparación o 
reemplazo, a discreción de NovAtel/su distribuidor y en las instalaciones de NovAtel/su distribuidor a 
opción de NovAtel, de materiales, piezas o componentes defectuosos o no conformes o en el caso del 
software, a la entrega de una revisión de software para su instalación por parte del Comprador. Todo el 
material devuelto bajo garantía será devuelto a su distribuidor portes pagados por el comprador y 
devuelto al comprador portes pagados por el distribuidor incluyendo el embalaje comercial estándar, flete 
internacional, los seguros, los aranceles, gastos aduaneros y comisiones, gastos bancarios en caso de ser 
enviado a fábrica en Canadá para su reparación/reemplazo.  
 
Las especificaciones en la documentación adjuntada con este presupuesto o en su defecto la disponible 
en la página web del fabricante o en el correo del vendedor, se ofrecen como una guía para determinar 
la idoneidad de los productos propuestos y no constituyen una garantía.  El cliente deberá asegurarse que 
las especificaciones en la documentación facilitada son satisfactorias para el cumplimiento de los 
requisitos que su aplicación efectivamente le exigen. 
 
En la documentación, las especificaciones de rendimiento se describen con valores típicos. El rendimiento 
está sujeto a las características del equipo GPS, a las degradaciones inducidas por el Departamento de 
Defensa de los EE.UU., a las condiciones de la ionosfera y la troposfera, a la geometría de los satélites, a 
la longitud de la línea base, a los efectos de trayectoria múltiple y la presencia intencional o no intencional 
de fuentes de interferencia. 
 
Los sistemas de navegación y comunicación pertenecen a varios gobiernos y entidades comerciales, y por 
lo tanto ORBITAL-GNSS SASU no se responsabiliza por eventuales tiempos de espera o interrupciones 
causadas por problemas de satélites o cierres de señal, que estén fuera de su alcance.     
 
Las leyes de Canadá, de los Estados Unidos de América y de Gran Bretaña restringen la exportación o 
reexportación de los productos y accesorios ofertados en este presupuesto a ciertas personas, países y 
usuarios finales. La aceptación de este presupuesto total o parcialmente implica que el cliente se 
compromete a cumplir con estas leyes y no vender, u de otra manera proporcionar los productos 
incluidos en este presupuesto a cualquier persona, independientemente de su ubicación, que pueda 
estar en situación de violación de estas restricciones a la exportación o sin las autorizaciones necesarias. 
En todos los casos el cliente se compromete a no violar (o dedicarse a actividades incompatibles con) las 
leyes anti-boicot de los Estados Unidos de América.  Por favor, póngase en contacto con el suscrito en 
ORBITAL-GNSS s.a.s.u. para aclarar cualquier duda que pueda tener al respecto. 
 
Enviar pedido por e-mail o por fax con datos fiscales del cliente, datos bancarios, dirección de envío, 
dirección de facturación y persona de contacto.  Si desea un recibo por el concepto del pago adelantado, 
le ruego informárnoslo. 
 
Las condiciones descritas son extensibles a los productos de Antcom Corp. con base en California, Estados 
unidos y filial 100% de NovAtel . 
 
Su contacto para esta oferta : 
Raymond Sandgren 
Fijo : +33 562 150 437          
Móvil : +33 616 480 787 



 

 

ITCan End-Use Statement (v. 0O) 
PRINT ON LETTERHEAD & SIGN IN INK AT THE BOTTOM 

 
Seller/Exporter:  Novatel Inc, 10921 14 Street NE, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T3K 2L5 
   Tel:  403-295-4500 Fax: 403-295-4501 sales@novatel.ca   
 
I (We) understand that Novatel Inc (“Novatel”) verifies the end use and end user in sales, repairs, and transfers of 
products and technical data to ensure compliance with applicable Canadian and U.S. re-export control laws and 
regulations. Because the products, technology/technical data and associated services I (we) are purchasing/receiving 
may be controlled by Canadian and/or U.S. export controls (particularly the International Traffic in Arms Regulations 
(22 CFR §§ 120-130) or the Export Administration Regulations (15 CFR)], I (we) confirm the following: 
 
 

1. The ultimate end-user is: 
 

Full name of END-USER 
 

      

Complete Physical Address 
of END-USER  
(no PO Boxes) 
 

      

Country of END-USER 
 

      

Country of INTENDED USE 
of the goods or technology 
being exported  
 

      

Individual(s) responsible for 
use or installation of the 
below item(s) 
 

      

 

2. The Consignee’s complete physical address to where NovAtel/PI is to deliver the below item(s) [must match all 
orders and shipping instructions] is: 
 

Full name of CONSIGNEE 
 

      

Complete physical address 
of CONSIGNEE 
(no PO Boxes)  
 

      

 

3. Choose one:  
 A DEALER IS involved in this transaction.  Insert Dealer Company Name is an authorized dealer for 

NovAtel Inc in Insert Country and will be the intermediate consignee who sells the product to End-User 
identified above.  

 NO DEALER is involved in this transaction.   

4. Beyond the parties identified above, the goods or technology [choose one, and explain, if applicable]: 
 ARE intended for re-sale, re-transfer or re-export to the following party or parties, marketing territories 

and/or end-users:         
 will NOT be further resold, re-transferred or re-exported. 

 

5. The item(s) and/or technology to be exported/re-exported/transferred/re-transferred by NovAtel Inc is/are: 
 

OEM / Item / Description / NovAtel PN Quantity 
Technology which includes technical support services, user manuals, drawings, test results and software 
for the installation, data analysis, updating, upgrading, setup, configuration, use, potential issues or bugs 
and suggested work around procedures, and the mounting and/or integration of Novatel’s product with 
other systems.  (Methods of transfer include:  provision of services or training, downloads or other 
electronic file transfers, e-mails, faxes, telephone conversations, face-to-face meetings)  

LOT 

            
            
            
            
            

 

6. The intended use of the items listed above is (check one):                         Commercial/Civil     or      Military 
 

7. The above products will be used in or by Bahrain, China (PRC), Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, North Korea, 
Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Macau, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates, Venezuela, 
Yemen. 

Yes     [If “yes”, specify country(ies)]:       



 

 

    No   
   

 

8. I (We) know or have reason to know that the exported product(s) WILL be used directly or indirectly with the 
design, development, production or use of rocket systems (including but not limited to ballistic missiles, space 
launch vehicles and sounding rockets), unmanned aerial vehicles (including but not limited to cruise missiles, 
target drones and reconnaissance drones) or missile-related activities by the customer, consignee and/or end-
user in [check one]:                               

Yes     [If “yes”, provide model, payload and range capabilities here, and explain fully in # 9.] 
§ model:                
§ payload:           
§ range capabilities are equal to or greater than 300km  
      Yes [If “yes”, specify]       
      No  [If “no”, specify]         

No      
 

9. The overall purpose, end-use application and explanation of where the above items are being incorporated, 
integrated and/or used are [provide explicit detail]:   

 
      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Choose one:  
 NO custom design to the above part number(s) is/are required.  
 The following CUSTOM DESIGNS to the above part number(s) is/are required:        

 

11. I (We) declare that the goods or technology are NOT intended and will NOT be exported or resold to/for 
applications or end-uses contrary to any U.S. export regulation, or to customers or end-users on any list of 
specially designated nationals, blocked persons, or sanctioned destinations (or equivalent) held by the U.S. 
government and administered by the U.S. Office of Foreign Asset Control, the U.S. State Department, the U.S. 
Department of Commerce or the U.S. Department of the Treasury or any similar list maintained by any other 
U.S. government entity, the United Nations Security Council, the European Union, or Her Majesty’s Treasury, in 
each case as the same may be amended, supplemented or substituted from time to time (“Sanctions List”), 
including Crimea, or the Russian Military or for Russian military end-use, or the Chinese Military or for Chinese 
military end-use, or the Venezuelan Military or Venezuelan military end-use.   

 

12. I (We) declare that the goods or technology are NOT intended and will NOT be exported or resold to/for 
customers or end-users that are 50% or more owned by persons (individuals or entities) whose property and 
interests in property are blocked (e.g.: subject to OFAC’s 50% Rule). 

 

13. I (We) declare that NO party involved in this transaction sought an agreement, discussed or otherwise requested 
NovAtel at any time to participate in the Arab League boycott of Israel. 

 

14. I (We) declare that the goods and technology will NOT be used for any purpose associated with development or 
production of chemical, biological or nuclear weapons. 

 

15. I (We) declare the item(s) to be exported are NOT intended to be used in Russia’s energy sector for exploration 
or production from deepwater, Arctic offshore, or shale projects in Russia that have the potential to produce oil 
or gas. 

 

16. I (We)  declare that for any technology controlled for national security reasons (including but not limited to 
ECCNs 0E614.a, 3E611.b, 7E611.a, 9E515.a, 9E604.a, and 9E610.a) unless prior authorization is obtained 
from BIS, we will not knowingly reexport the technology to any destination, or export the direct product of the 
technology, directly or indirectly, to a country listed in Country Group D:1, E:1, or E:2  
(see supplement no. 2 to part 740 of the EAR:  
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=63228475533c8aabda2621dba2542255&mc=true&node=pt15.2.740&rgn=div5#ap15.2.740_121.1 ) 

 

17. I (We) understand that diversion of all applicable U.S. export control laws and regulations for any U.S.-origin 
products purchased or received from or serviced by Novatel to any country contrary to U.S. law is strictly 
prohibited.  
 



 

 

18. I (We) will abide by all applicable U.S. export control laws and regulations for any U.S.-origin products 
purchased or received from or serviced by Novatel, and I (we) will obtain any licenses or approvals required by 
the U.S. government prior to export, re-export or re-transfer of products (including re-export/transfer to a 
company owned or affiliated with the Company identified).  

 

19. I (We) agree that the export control requirements for any U.S.-origin products in No. 17-18 above shall survive 
the completion, early termination, cancellation or expiration of the applicable purchase order, agreement or 
contract. 

 

20. I (We) declare the imported goods and technology will NOT be transshipped to other destinations or otherwise 
diverted or re-exported for any reason outside of what’s outlined above. 

 

21. Signature block. The undersigned is assuming the responsibility of complying with these obligations both as an 
individual and representative of the Company. Further, the undersigned represents that he/she is authorized to 
act on behalf of, and bind the Company.  
Each BUYER / PURCHASER, ULTIMATE END-USER, and SHIPMENT CONSIGNEE, unless one and the 
same, may be required to complete and sign a matching EUS per transaction on their respective letterheads. 
 

 
 

Point of Contact’s Signature (in ink) 
 
 

Date 
      

Purchase Order 
      

Point of Contact’s Full name  
      
 
Point of Contact’s Title or Position 
      
 
Point of Contact’s Organization 
      
 
Organization’s Complete Physical Address (no PO Boxes) 
      
 
Point of Contact’s Direct Telephone # 
      
 

Point of Contact’s Fax # 
      

Point of Contact’s Direct Email 
      

Organization’s Corporate Website 
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